Panel Sunday

Special Edition
xt...t’llt.rN Fs ut tuday.,
I’, this year’s Special liomeesaning edition. talited
Mutt Ilory, Spartan Daily
staff Writer, the seetion follows the theme of "SJS.
Foundation For the Future."
The Homecoming sehedule and
parade routes are included in
the section.
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Harry Ldsturds, instruetor in
i.ocioloto and anthropology,
and State Seu. Clark Bradley
ulli d IN cuss discriminatory
practlees on the Sri S t. zt IOW
on a radio .111,W to be broadcast at a p.in. Sunday over
radio stiition KEEN, 1370.
’tan Phillips, instructor at
sail Jose City College, will be
moderator.
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Professors To Rework Tau Delta Phi Protests
’A Day of Concern’ Denial of Office Space
By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Professors who sponsored the
film "A Day of Concern" will begin reworking the film to provide
more representation for the Mexican-Americans, said ombudsman J.
Benton White.
They have invited MexicanAmericans to discuss the changes
at a meeting Wednesday, he said.
The faculty meeting showing of
"A Day of Concern," which dealt
with minority problems on campus, was cancelled late Wednesday
night by President Robert Clark.
After attending a Wednesday night
meet ing of Mexican-American
groups and consulting with White,
Dr. Clark rescheduled the entire
"Day of Concern" program for
Nov. 30.
INCOMPLETE STORY
"It was apparent that a segment of the community did not
feel we were telling the story adequately," he said. "If the purpose
of the day was to be accomplished,
It became obvious that more time
was needed before we could present the total picture."

Harry Edwards,
TV Star Lomax
To Debate Tonight
"The Negro Revolt and Black
Revolution" will be the subject of
a debate between Harry Edwards,
instructor in sociology and anthropology at SJS, and Louis Lomax,
Los Angeles television personality
in Morris Dailey Auditorium tonight.
The debate sponsored by the
UBSA and Center for Interdisciplinary Studies will focus on the
two directions of the contemporary Negro civil rights strategy.
Lomax, winner of the 1960 Saturday Review Ansfield - Wolf
Award for his book, "The Reluctant African," will discuss ’The
Negro Revolt." Edwards will treat
"The Black Revolution."
Edwards, spokesman for the
United Black Students for Action,
is presently completing work on
his doctorate from Cornell University.
The debate will begin at 8 p.m.
and is open to the public free of
charge.

Relations became strained at the
Wednesday night Mexican-American Student Confederation meeting
with President Clark and White.
VIOLENCE
"Violence is not appropriate to
our society," Pres. Clark had said.
"The last thing I want to do is
reach outside of campus to solve
our problems of disorder but any
student involved in disruption of
our programs will be subject to
discipline and non-students will be
subject to arrest."
"You talk about violence, it is
violence not to hear our problems,"
shouted a Mexican-American student.
"You are demanding violence of
us before you listen," said MASC
representative D a n Hernandez.
"You are saying that the reason
the Negroes are getting response
is becathre of their violence."
"I didn’t make such a statement." Pres. Clark said. "I cancelled the El Paso football game
to avoid violence. I do not want
violence tomorrow or any other
time."
UNDERSTANDING
President Clark said his meeting
with the Mexican-Americans helped
him to a better understanding of
their grievances. He said he is convinced that they "truly felt anguish" about the "over emphasis
of the Negro representation on the
faculty program."
White said that he was convinced the film is important to the
Mexican-American’s symbol of all
the discrimination shown against
them in the past.
Dissention among the MexicanAmerican groups was also evident
at the meeting. A student describing himself as a Mexican citizen
and a member of Student Initiative walked out of the meeting
after condemning the use of any
kind of violence.

Protesters Quiet
All was quiet on the Western
Front yesterday.
Navy recruiters were confronted
with a silence as deafening as the
protesters’ cries on Wednesday.
The American Liberation Front
(ALF) who staged a non-violent
protest the day before, chose not
to appear.
Recruiters will continue their
activities again today on the lawn
in front of Barracks =14.
.

By BOB KENNEY
Spartan Daily Stun Writer
It was about four on a warns Wednesday afternoon. The
demonstrators consisted of the usual people.
There were students and a few professors; some carrying
signs. A stranger came by. He asked what the gripe was. Civil
rights? Military recruiters? They told him: the "Women Over
21 Club."
In this way Tau Delta Phi, SJS honorary and scholastic
fraternity, let the campus know they want a home.
"We’ve been nomadic for four years," said Roger Allen,
grand magistrate of Tau Delta Phi. He explained that since
their old home in Tower Hall was closed four years ago for
safety reasons, the administration has given them plenty of
sympathy, but no permanent home.
Allen said their argument was not with the women’s chili.
but that they wanted more than sympathy from the administration. As one of the signs said: "Even Snoopy Has A Home."
Allen explained how Tau Delta Phi had been patient about
their predicament for some time. But he said it was the formation of the "Women Over 21 Club" which finally caused them
to take action.
Allen said this women’s club was formed last week with
an approximate membership of 10. Within a week, this new
club was allocated space in the old Tutorials Building on Tenth
Street, along with the "Women Over 29 Club" which was formed
last fall.
"We don’t think they had the proper priority to get the
place," said John Swanson, Tau Delta Phi master of entrance.
He added that last summer they had specifically asked if then’
was room for them in the old Tutorials building, but they were
turned down.
Dr. Cornelia Tomes, dean of student activities and services.
commented on the situation saying: "Space was granted to the
women, not for a club, but for instructional purposes." She
said the building is used only as a meeting place for the "Women Over 21," and that the same space is available for others
to use for meetings.
But Allen is determined to obtain a permanent home for
Tau Delta Phi. He said they are holding their meetings in the
cafeteria at present, but need a place to store their supplies.
Tau Delta Phi, among other things, sponsors the "Tower List."

Anthropologist Montagu
To Speak on Loneliness
Ashley Montagu, controversial
anthropologist and social biologist,
will speak here Monday at 8 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
His lecture will open the two
week conference on "The Anatomy
of Loneliness" sponsored by the
College Union Program Board.
"Alienation and disagreement
are serious contemporary disorders," said Dr. Montagu in his
letter of acceptance to speak.
He has written more than 20
books on various aspects of anthropology and race including his

famous study, "The Natural Superiority of Women." The book,
based on a solid foundation of
scientific fact, aroused a storm of
good-natured cont roversy and
climbed the best-seller lists.
In his 1965 visit to this area,
he told SJS students that man
descended from apes, and whites
carry more traces of it than do
Negroes. Dr. Montagu caused a
minor fuss at West Valley College two years ago in outlining his
reportedly atheistic philosophy to
students there.
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Campus ACSCP Receives
Recall Reagan Petition
The Association of California
State College Professors (ACSCPi
is sending petitions to its campus
chapters seeking recall of Gov.
Reagan, the group’s executive secretary said yesterday.
The 3,300-member association’s
state council earlier adopted a resolution supporting "any serious organized effort to recall the governor."
Dr. Robert Wrede, president of
the campus chapter of ACS’CP,
said the chapter would hold a meeting Sunday night to decide whether the petition will be circulated at SJS.
He said the campus chapter is
working on other projects and if
it participated at all in the "Recall Reagan" drive it would only
be to circulate the petition.
"The petitions have been sent
out to the chapters," said Ross Y.
Keen, executive secretary of the
association. "While they’re not obligated by the action of the state

council to distribute them, I think
most of them will."
Nancy Parr, leader of the Recall
Reagan Committee commented in
a news release, "We are thrilled
and gratified . . . We certainly
recognize the damage that the Rea-

gan administration has done to the
institutions of higher learning
throughout this state and are appreciative that this segment of
our community appreciates the absolute necessity to remove this
reactionary from office."

Ex-Army Officer

Rutz Tells Views

Former Army let Lt. Michael
Rutz, an SJS student who set up
his own information table near the
Navy information team Wednesday, expanded his views yesterday
on armed forces officer programs.
"My purpose in setting up the
table was to discuss my experiences as an armed forces officer
and attempt to provide insight into the less desirable aspects of
commissioned service," Rutz said.
"Since the life of an officer is
no bed of roses and since the recruiter’s sales pitch is necessarily
one-sided, I believed I was providing a valuable service, A baccalaureate degree does not necessarily qualify a man for service
as a commissioned officer. My discussion with the Navy recruiters
ASH President Vic Lee has did not indicate that they share
asked student council to sponsor this view.
an "Alternatives to the Draft"
"It has been my experience that
booth which would be set up on certain personality types thrive in
Seventh Street to inform students the military, while others disinteabout legal alternatives to con- grate. My sole purpose was to
scription.
help prospective officers array
In a written proposal to the sufficient pertinent information to
council, Lee said the establishment make an intelligent decision. The
of the booth would "be consistent people I spoke with did not have
with our beliefs that students . . a very comprehensive view of the
should be provided with every Pos- situation.
Rutz did not accuse the Navy
sible facet of viewpoints in order
that they may make intelligent officers of lying. "An officer’s
which
afword is his bond," he said. "It’s
and informed decisions
just not done. However, I did defect their lives."
Lee said the booth would dis- tect a tendency to allow miscontribute information on conscien- ceptions to remain uncorrected.
"One student felt that a fivetious objection and the Peace
year tour would be worth -while
Corps.
In other council action, Jules because he would then be preLoventhal, graduate representa- pared for a job as a commercial
tive, proposed student government airline pilot,
"He also walked out of the reoutlaw armed forces recruiters on
campus "in the interest of pre- cruiter’s room with the impression
that he probably wouldn’t go to
serving order."
His proposal was given to the Vietnam. According to friends who
, are Naval aviators, about all a
campus Policy Committee,

Lee Asks Council
For ’Draft’ Booth
On Seventh Street

pilot can expect in the minimum
tour-five years- is two--at least
or three combat tours as a
fighter-bomber pilot.
"Only the most experienced
pilots get a shot at four engined
aircraft.
"The Navy can’t be responsible
for every misunderstanding which
occurs, but most misunderstandings would be avoided if the reeruiters would lay it on the line.
"I asked Lt. Cmdr. Williams if
he knew what percentage of
those pilots assigned to Vietnam
have been shot down. He said no
figures were available.
"I asked Lt. Crndr. Spencer If
the Navy had reached a decision
on the question of a third combat
tour for pilots. He wouldn’t speculate."
Rutz also asked him what happened to those who washed out
of the program and what percentage of candidates were dropped.
"He told me that dropouts were
reassigned to the fleet as enlisted
men to complete their two-year
obligation. By pressing the issue,
I learned that these dropouts are
not trained in a specialty, but are
merely inserted into the fleet and
utilized as best as passible in unskilled slots,
"An unskilled job in the military would be an extremely trying experience for the average college graduate. Lt. Cmdr. Spencer
said no figures were available on
dropout rates.

Friday Flicks
"King Rat", the story of the
notorious Changi prison camp outside Singapore in the closing days
of World War II, is tonight’s Friday Flicks in JC114.

,

(See Show Review
Page 5)

An Evening With Benjamin Franklin

SIGNS CONSTITUTION ... ’ifs the best’

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN ... local citizen
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More Concern Today
If yr.terdity was supposed to be a
day of concern. tmlay is even liii ire so.
For Pres. Robert D. Clark’s decision
to postpone the "Day of Concern- acincluding a film in w hich

tivities -

campus minority students talked about
their experiences with discrimination
once again

reactivates a controversy

which began two months ago with the
cancellation of the SJS-El Paso football game.
Conservative voices from the

cam-

pus, community. and state have criticized Dr. Clark for allegedly following
a policy if "appeasement" in dealing
with campus activists.
One go iii p. the Ceimmittee for kra-

sons protesting discrimination on campus and in society at large.
They have forced him into a position of being mediator in their disputes, and. being the top campus administrator, he cannot pass the buck.
Of course, it would be much easier
for Pres. Clark simply to maintain autonomous control over all campus acti % ities, as the conservatives would
like.
.knd it would be much easier for
Pres. Clark simply to overlook problems which are really indigenous to
society as a whole.
But, fortunately for all persons invoked. Pres. Clark realizes that, in
the words of an old Chinese proverb.

demic Responsibility (CAR) called for

"A journey of a thousand miles begins

Dr. Clark- resignation after the game

vvith a single step."

cancellation. and has re-emphasized its

And if anyone is determined that

request following recent campus anti -

a step toward progress in the affairs

draft and Vietnam war demonstrations.

begin here and now,
it is Dr. Clark.
But the road to a solution of society’s problems is a long, and often tiring one. Hopefully, Pres. Clark will
not become discouraged or tired, or
forced to forsake the journey.
Before the forces that pressure
Pres. Clark from all sides cause this
to happen. perhaps San Jose State
should set aside a "Day of Concern"
for him.
F.M.

IVNS

CallIpus

witch-hunting

fervor.

To these perstins. who
activities

with

Dr. Clark’s decision to postpone the
"Day of Ceoncern" program "to
ack1111%k letlge the

Ilit-ply

ro.%

felt et nicern"

of the Nlyvkan-Americans can only be
seen as more ev idence of his "giving
in’’ to campus radii -al’.
But if the "onlookers- have held
Pres. Clark responsible for all campus activities. so ha v c many of the per-

of mankind will

Guest Room

"Whaf’d’ya mean ... He doesn’t know the territory ...?"

Thrust and Parry

Cheer for Cheerleaders
Student Body President
Commends Cheerleaders
Editor:
I wish to commend Ned Burrows, head
cheerleader, and his staff on behalf of the
ASB Executive Council for their fine and sincere promotion of school spirit at the previous
football games this year.
We in student government realize the degree of frustration one goes through in attempting to instill spirit for such a large
student populace and to make it lasting once
this spirit has been achieved.
Recognizing this, we wish to encourage you
and your staff to continue with your fine
efforts in achieving the goals you seek and
to utilize as you see fit, all the imagination,
creativity and ingenuity at your disposal in
realizing these goals.
Victor Lee,
President Associated Student Body

Brothers of Tau Delta Phi
Still Searching for Home
By JIM N. SWANSON
Member of Tao Delta phi
The brothers of Tau Delta Phi are
insulted and mad.
In
the brothers of l’au Delta Phi
were reinovil from their home in the
Touer 1r...rause the sinwhire did ilot meet
the sale!, requirenwnis of the state fire
code. ’,ill., dial time Tau Delia Phi. the
oblesi tint 111/S1 artif. lionoran
I.
fr.,i,ri,uis on the SiS campus. has 1.1,11
ti4 k 111U a new Imine.
For four !,ears no progress has been
made. During this period. Tau 1)elts .111d
facolt honoraries base pleaded the ,,1-,.
ofI iii 11eha Phi to the administration.
bi the liomilime. Idher 1.:11111/11S organization. liae been allocated meeting places
Oil
campus.
1..ist fall tlio ’"A
er 29 Clubreeeied
f1/1.1111’.1 1111.1 .111111,1 ininiediatel
the ti -e of ses(ral rooms at the old Tutorials
at 177 S. 10th Si.

This last summer Tau Delta Phi was
especially artive in seeking a new home.
On Wednesday. \tn. I. Tau Delta Phi
found mit that a brand new organization
has been formed on eampus, the "Women Oyer 21 Club.- It met Tuesday for
the first time at 5 p.m in
and approximately III members were present.
Wednesday they met in their ileW home
at 177 5. lOuli t, for a get together tea.
The administration arranger] for them to
space in the "N
.11 Over 29 Club"
Tau Delta Phi specifically
asked for Tave in the "Women Over 29
(1111," hoildiw.1 and was told that space
is at. not asailalde.
WP find it ludicrous and very insulting that an 1
ary organization such
as Tan Imia
will) a history of more
than 50 year, of contributions to the college campus. should be treater] by the
administration is iii such lack of cmwern.

’Why Not Demonstrate
. . . a Little Planning’
Editor:
A funny thing happened on the way to the
demonstrations yesterday. As I strode around
the blind corner to where it was to be held,
lo and behold, there was none. Now if there
is anything that’s bothersome, its a demonstration that isn’t there. This was the case
against the Navy on Thursday and it’s really
pathetic.
With all the keying up of the first exhibition and the promise for the one yesterday,
people were disappointed to find 10 to 12
other people asking each other what to do.
I feel the chilliness of a creditability gap.
Why don’t these people demonstrate . . .
little planning.

tttttt

Bob l’haneuf, .t3041

’Perhaps Sen. Bradley’s
Conducting Experiment’
Editor;
Well, Senator Bradley has done it again.
(Re Bradley’s article "A Victory at Last?"
in Oct. 30 issue of Spartan Daily). Once more
-

the students and administration of San Jose
State College were subjected to another of
Senator Bradley’s accountings of what we are
doing wrong. One can rarely pick up an issue
of the Spartan Daily or the San Jose Mercury without seeing Senator Bradley’s accusations and innuendoes on every page. Speaking merely for myself and not the whole
student body, I would be quite pleased to see
Senator Bradley attend to other affairsin
short, mind his own business.
Perhaps our esteemed Senator is conducting
an experiment to see how often he can get
his name in print.
Ed Rose, A4946

Professor of Humanities
Asks Dusel’s Explanation
Editor:
A few weeks ago I was reading in the
Daily that Colonel Colladay of the ROTC
claimed the privilege of a professor while
admitting that any public utterance of his
had to be cleared in advance by the Sixth
Army.
Now we have the Vice-President of the
College quoted as saying that the Navy is on
campus "for the purpose of education" as well
as recruitment. He goes on to explain that
the Navy recruiters I pardon me educators)
have been willing "to talk with students but
not to argue or debate."
I am almost speechless, but I will summon
strength to ask Mr. Dusel to return my peace
of mind by either denying that he said this
or carefully explaining the difference between
admissible talking and inadmissible arguing
and debating. I have been teaching for thirteen years and found that good talk, free talk,
involves argument and debate. Until I hear
from Dr. Dusel, I will suggest an interim
distinction for him; talk turns into argument
and debate when people disagree with each
other.
I shudder to think of the implications if
this really represents the educational philosophy of one of our chief administrative
officers, I fervently hope that he didn’t say
it or didn’t mean it, Please write soon, Dr.
Dusel,
Peter King,
Professor of Humanities

Let SILVA Care For Your Car

By JOHN POIMBOO
Now that Halloween has passed, it is
Sc ritably safe to dis edge, without spectral
retribution, that the new diwinitories being constructed are haunted.
This is not said loosely, for. in fact, an
air of ghoulish mystery surrounds the
grey skeleton.
At eventide, WPird lights reflect from
the web-like parapets and ramparts Id
this monster. Then as an icy stillness wisps
past, agonizing screams pierce the evening
anti turn muscle to jelly.
There are rumors jousted about by residents of the area surrounding the new
dormitories, that humanoid figures flit
through the structure.
Construction workers refuse to comment
about these rumors and convictions. Bather, they say that it is just idle gossip.
Women residents of Royce Hall are not
so self-assured. "I saw a grey mass skulk
through the building last night,- a pretty
coed says. "It was horrible, Then I heard
that awful sound."
That "awful soil ml" has bet-mile one of
the major reasons for distress. It sounds
somewhat like the ripping of nietal in
half. But then the blood-curt thingscream
builds and builds, until all that can be
heard is the scream itself.
Mystics are reported to have been told
of these phenomena, and they are presently traveling from the far ends of the
earth to examine the SJS mystery.
World-famous German psychologist Verner Von Schnickelegroobber has researched the possibilities of such psychic
phenomena. He states in his book, "Ghosts,
Ghoulies, Nymphs, and Such Nonsense,"
"Zer is no truth to ze sschtatements that
zere is some ghosts, ghoulies, und nymphs
und ozther such nonsense. YOU WILL
NOT BELIEVE IT!!!"
However, even the unerring logic of
such a great genius as Dr. Schnickelegroobber, cannot dissuade the fears being instilled into nearby residents.
"h lord.- Mrs. Elvin’ Horner says.
"Firs( it is as ilios( nasty college boys has’-big a drunk in my petunia patch. Now
it’s those weird noises!"
Will the ad’ ii i ii istration do anything to
solve this problem? At this llllll tient. despite rising student opposition, it has not.
Students organized into the organization S.P.O.O.K. (Soeiety for the Publicizhig of Odious Occult Kindred) is planning to picket the college president’s
office until he "calls in a sorcerer to defile the spirits."
Minority groups on campus are opposed
to such actions for they represent strict
violations of the civil rights of ghosts
on campus.
II. Rap Casper has organized a counterorganiza
of concerned students. They
are planning 10 sit in, should the president decide to mediate on S.P.O.O.K.’s
behalf.
(MP concludes that such interest in
the complicities of our campus community can only instill a social unity, and
create a better atmosphere for academic
pursuit.
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Band To Stage Unique Show
Marching for the last time al
San Jose this fall will be the nationally famous SJS Marching
Band.
Homeconiing ItaIftime for the
SJS-Wyoming football game will
be the most complex marching
presentation performed by the
band this fall, according to band
member Larry Marks.
"The band will cross in such a
tight formation that instruments
will have to be raised in the air
in order for the nembers to pass

Ii other,- Nlarks said.
As part of the "Foundation for
the Future" theme of this year’s
Homecoming, the hunti will form
an immense "U" representing San
Jose State University while playing the United Airlines tune,
"Take Me Along With You!"
Sandy Germaine, majorette, will
twirl for the last time at SJS tomorrow. She has been with the
band for the past three years, The
band will play "Georgy Girl,"
while she performs.

Negro Militants Start Riots
While on Federal Payroll
The
WASHINGTON (AP)
head of the Houston police department’s intelligence unit told
Swan
,
Senate investigators yesterday
that Negro militants on the payroll of the city’s federally financed anti -poverty agency atPRESIDENT CLARK receives a framed, handlettered copy of the
tempted to incite riots.
statement prepared by the National Assemblies of the Bahai’s
Police Lt. M. L. Singleton also
of the U.S. and Canada, from representatives of the campus
testified that agitation by leaders
Baha’i Club, Ellen McAllister and Bill Bramkamp. The presentation
of the Student Nonviolent Coorwas made Tuesday to express the club’s support of the President’s
dinating Committee (SNCC), preposition during the recent racial disturbances on campus. The
ceded a riot at Texas Southern
statement expresses the Bahai’s ideals of mankind’s equality and
University in Houston, the state’s
elimination of racial discrimination.
largest Negro college.
Police reinforcements which
were rushed to the campus, he
said, "were greeted by volleys of
gunfire and Molotov cocktails."
One policeman was killed and two
Jeff Mullins, senior representaTwo Student Council members
others were shot.
resigned at Wednesday’s council tive, and Doug de Costa, sophoSingleton testified at the second
more representative, announced
meeting.
that they were resigning.
De Costa listed poor health,
work and his study load as reasons for his resignation. Mullins
resigned due to academic problems.
CY. 3.1953
Continuous HAN
Front 12:3(1 1’11
SAN FRANCISCO IAP)
Many more Spanish -speaking
teachers are needed for the lower
grades in California public schools,
TODAY
says Robert E. Gonzales of the
Alpha Phi Omega, 9 p.m., Santa Mexican-American Political AssoClara County Fair Grounds on ciation.
He told the Assembly Interim
Tully Road between 10th and 11th
Committee on Governmental EffiIN THE JOHN HUSTON’
Sts. Bonfire, music by "The
RAY STARK PRODUCTION
Chosen Few."

BAHAII COMMENDS CLARK

Two Class Reps Resign

Too Busy to Cook?
Our Specialty: "Burgers to Co"

Brent 11,isinger. band music arranger, will direct the Glee Club,
which will sing "Aura Lee." Then
the Band. Aides it ill dance to the
band’s brassy rendition ol "Goody Goody."
Valerie Dickerson, Homecoming
Queen, will be presented while the
band plays "March of the Olympians," official musical theme of
the Olympic Games.
Closing the half-time presentation, the band will play the national hymn, "America."
Nearly 2,000 man hours will
have been spent in the production
d’ this Homecoming show, Marks
concluded.

day of the Senate investigations
subcommittee’s hearings on racial
riots and other civil disorders.
He gave a detailed account of
the activities of SNCC and of what
he called the operations of the
Office of Economic Opportunity
in Houston and said that while
the situation now is calm it also
is very tense.
Singleton said that "one of the
most distressing events concerning the 0E0 operations in Houston" was that after last year’s
riot at the university two SNCC
members, Tazawell Franklin and
Floyd Nichols, "were placed on the
0E0 payroll."
He said this was after Franklin
and Nichols were among five persons indicted for murder in connection with the slaying of the
policeman.

1/4-1b. Jumbo Burger
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Spartaguide

Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and 9:30
p.m., JC141. Friday Flicks, "King
Rat" starring George Sega),

Entrance Board
Accepts SJS

O.T. Majors, 3:30 p.m., HB301.
SJS, along with four other
Orientation for freshman and western colleges
and universities,
transfer 0.T. majors.
were voted into membership to
Internation Students Organiza- the College Entrance Examination
tion, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
Board and the College ScholarAmerican Society of CW11 Engi- ship Service.
neers, 12:30 p.m., E132. Mr, Ed
The College Board is a national
Howell will speak on professional association of 782 public and indeliability in civil engineering.
pendent colleges and universities,
Jonah’s Wall, 7-12 pm,, 10th and 238 secondary schools, and 88 assoSan Carlos. Discussions and folk- ciations. It was established in
singing.
1900 to aid in the transition of
students from high school to colSUNDAY
lege.
The New Wineskin, 6:45 p.m.,
Services of the College Board
10th and San Fernando. "The
now include guidance and admisMedium is the Massage," a re- sions
tests administered to about
cording by Marshall Moluhan.
2,000,000 _students yearly.

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
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State Lower Grades Need
Spanish-Speaking Teachers

ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
MARION
BRANDO
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ciency and Economy Wednesday
that first, second and third grade
children of Latin-American parents
must concentrate on learning
English while other children in the
same grades are learning to read
and write.
Gonzales also declared that
Mexican - Americans are "worse
off" in many respects than
Negroes and Orientals,
He urged the committee to promote understanding of the Mexican culture.

FUN’S
A CINCH
IN
DIRNDL SKIRTS
$11
Fashion loves the
flippy young dirndl skirt with
its wide, wide
elasticized waist-cincher

Rival the queen
in a stylish set from Nellie’s

Shampoo/Set
Style Cuts
52 S. 4th

METRO

solid grey, navy flannel,
or black, navy, white checks: 5-13

3.50
2.50
294-4086

YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP, 97, SECOND FLOOR
FIRST AT SAN CARLOS, DIAL 294-4200 ... SHOP TONIGHT UNTIL 9 PARK FREE

A OF SAN JOSE

WELCOMES SJS ALUMNI

Re-live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
the Spartans and Pacific. Featuring
Don Hayward and Coach Harry Anderson with special guests.

PARADE
SATURDAY
St. John & 1st.
9:30 A.M.
SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK KISITVai

,4.14110

ev FREE

A PARKING
VALIDATION
Jo

Remember to
Shop Downtown
where there’s always
a Parade of Values

4SPARTAN DAILY
ote.4,

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

$ Mod Jr. Dresses
$3.99 to $11.99
:t o

NONE HIGHER
LITTLE LOST BOUTIQUE
520 S. 10th Street
9 an to 7 p

1’67-1Superior Court Hearing

DO THIS NOW!
it,!
sZ

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294-6536

40 Bassatt St.
San Jot.

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
for your late night
study break
ham steak
potatoes

Ex-Warden Raps Death Penalty
LOS ANGELES API A former warden of San Quentin Prison testified yesterday that capital punishment is "not consistent
with the standards of decency."
"I have always known in my
heart it was cruel as it is carried
out," said Clinton T. Duffy.
Duffy was the ftrst witness at
a Superior Court hearing in which

the American Civil Liberties Union penalty for Thornton, but Judge
is challenging the constitutionality Herbert V. Walker said he would
of California’s capital punishment hear the arguments on capital
punishment before sentencing.
At stake is the fate of Robert
The American Civil Liberties
Emmett Thornton, 24, who was Union, working with Thornton’s
convicted last April 10 of kid- attorneys, claims the death pennaping and criminally attacking alty violates the constitution by
three women, two of them teen- imposing "cruel and unusual punagers. The jury voted the death ishment."
Duffy, 69, who was warden at
San Quentin for 11 years, said
"We want an eye for an eye and
It is wrong."
He told of the confinement of
Death Row inmates to their cells
ON CAMPUS
for 22 or 23 hours a day.
WORSHIP
"It gets closer and closer," he
said. "Fear and concern and emotions built up are really cruel."
Services: 11 a.m.
In some cases, Duffy said, the
inmate "goes berserk" or kills himself.
Chapel of Reconciliation
"It is wrong for these people to
kill," Duffy said, "and it is wrong
Tenth and San Carlos
for the state to kill.
"I believe the dignity of man is
offended by the state killing people. Any killing is not consistent
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
with the standards of decency."
During the time he was warden
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Duffy witnessed 1’m executions.

3 jumbo eggs
toast

(11 p.m.-6 a.m.)

coffee

$1.55

The ilun9r9 //ewe
OPEN 21 1101 Rs AND IA ER1 HOLIDAY
610 Coleman Ave.

AND for purr-fect cocktails stop at

The Pimple Pu449 Cat
NEXT DOOR
640 Coleman .Ave.

PRESBYTERIAN

, Art Open House

Topic: ’Morality and Military Deterrence’
Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

Phone 298-0204

These services are under the United Campus Christian
Ministry and a united ministry of the United Church of
Christ (Congregational), the Disciples of Christ and the
United Presbyterian Church for the San Jose State College
Campus.

The San Jose Art League will
present a special Art -In-Action
Open House Saturday in conjunction with Homecoming Activities.
The open house will be held from
11 a.m, to game time at the San
Jose Art Center, 482 S. Second St.
Visitors will observe students
making pots, firing copper, painting and instructing a children’s
art class.

BARBERSHOP QUARTET AT CIVIC
A-ONE-AND-TWOJust practicing for the "Concert In Barbershop" sponsored by the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in America
(SPEBSQSA) is the "Old Time Harmony Four.’ The concert will
be held Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Civic Auditorium. Tickets are
on sale at the auditorium box office from I I a.m. to 7 p.m.
Master of Ceremonies for the barbershop sing -in will be Al Collins, disk -jockey for KSJO. San Francisco. Warming up for the
concert are, I. to r., Elmer Fairbanks, Eliot Wirt (SJS grad),
Bob Hokanson and Terry Bowman (SJS grad).

Prof To Lecture on Russia
A lecture titled "A Sib, ’Ian’’,,
Impressions of the Soviet Union"
will be given by Dr. Glenn G.
Morgan, professor of political science, on Monday, Nov. 13, at 7:30
p.m. in Ed 210.
The lecture will he sponsored by
the Russian Honor Society,
Dr. Morgan spent September and
Moller of 1966 in Mo,riow,

grad and Leningrad interviewing
Soviet government attorneys and
judges. He was on sabbatical leave
in Russia to study Soviet administrative law.
Dr. Morgan plans to discuss the

Mo(!erne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

aglineeling
czence Adm.
usinessArts
levels)
degree
all
with No. 1?
rather be and 16.
you
13
ouldn’t
Nov
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ee us on.

If you want an engineering, scientific or business career with all
the growing room in the world, we have a suggestion.
Start with Humble and you start with the company that supplies
more petroleum energy than any other U.S. oil company. We’re
literally No. 1 America’s Leading Energy Company.
Start with Humble and you start with the principal U.S. affiliate of
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) with its 300 worldwide affiliates.
So your advancement can be intercompany as well as intracompany, worldwide as well as domestic!

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR SOFT-DRINK ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

DR. GLENN MORGAN
. . . Lectures on USSR

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de riReur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We’d like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It’s all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It’s good. It’s
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we’d better
quit while we’re ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it --we’d be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You’re the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn’t keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! O00000h-Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can’t think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit’ with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST QULDN’T
KEEP IT QUIET.

nature of Soviet society, including the Soviet standard of living,
Soviet education, law and justice
in the USSR, travel in the country and the attitudes of Soviet ofhelm!,, and citizens towards Americans.

Russian Expert
Says Red China
Wants Asian Land
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)An
official Soviet publication, for the
second time in recent months,
S t rongly criticized Communist
China Wednesday as having ambitions to take over neighboring
countries in Southeast Asia.
The criticism came in an article in a weekly newsletter released by the Soviet Embassy in
Bangkok. It was signed by Prof.
M. Ukraintsev, described by an embassy spokesman as a top Soviet
expert on China.
The article said any visitor to
Southeast Asia would become
aware of a "feeling of anxiety"
over the policies of Chinese Communist party Chairman Mao Tselung.
The publication of the article
that the Russians, as
- ell as Americans. are highly
.,,picious of Chinese territorial dein

Look into Humble’s wide-scope careers in exploration, production,
transportation, manufacturing, marketing and research and the
management of all these. We have immediate openings for people
in practically all disciplines and at all degree levels.
We’ll stretch your capabilities. Put you on your own a little too
soon. Get the best you can give. But you’ll always be glad you
didn’t settle for anything less than No. 1. Make a date now with your
placement office for an interview.

Humble

Oil &Refining Company
America’s Leading Energy Company
A Plans for Progress Company anti an Equal Opportunity Employer
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’Franklin’ Lectures
On How To Live
Good, Moral Life
By MICHAEL ELVITSKY
"A penny saved is a penny
earned"
"God helps those who help
themselves"
"No taxation without representation"
These were only some of the
Dr.
Benjamin
things which
Franklin spoke about Wednesday night as he lectured to more
than 700 people on the problems
of living a sound and moral life.
It wasn’t the real Ben Franklin, who would be 261 years old,
but Fredd Wayne who presented
his one-man show of "Benjamin
Franklin, Citizen" at Morris
Dailey Auditorium,
From the minute Wayne came
hurrying down the aisle excusing himself for being 15 minutes
late and telling one man, "Ah,
sir I knew your great grandfather well," til his farewell, the
audience was treated to a very
special evening,
Wayne was superb with his
mannerisms of the real Franklin. One minute he was telling
jokes about his sex life, another
pleading with the English Parliament to repeal the Stamp Act
of 1765. His emotions brought
rounds of applause and laughter
as he spoke to the audience.
Wayne proved Franklin enjoyed the human side of life
with his dancing and playing of
a musical invention. As he skittered about the stage dancing
the new rage of colonial times
he made the audience aware
that old Ben was very conscious
of social position and responsibility.
As he drank wine and told of
his scientific adventures he made
the audience laugh with his
changing voice tone; one minute
he would be a diplomat, the
next a young lady. He told of
the problems one encounters
with trying to lead a good life:
women, wine, and song.
Wayne hit his peak when he
impersonated both Franklin and
Franklin’s father. He spoke as
the father with a chatterly and
squeaky voice saying, "B-y-y-y
God Ben, I’d never thought of
T-h-a-t." Ben would reply with
a soft tone which young men
reserve for their father.

’Games Children Play’ Started
Prof’s Teaching, Dancing Career
By RIIYSA DAVIS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Young children like to play at
all sorts of games, and Mrs.
Carol Haws, associate professor
of women’s physical education,
was no different when she was
a child,
Now as an adult, Mrs. Haws
has been teaching dancing techniques at SJS for nine years.
She recalls the little innocuous
games she played as a child
were the beginnings of her future career as a dancer and later
as a teacher.
Mrs. Haws said she always
had an urge to dance. When she
was four, she would often entertain her little brother by standing up on a large pile of lumber
in their back yard, singing and
dancing as if performing for a
large audience. Mrs. Haws began ballet lessons at the age of
eight.
BALLET TEACHER
would
teacher
Her ballet
often have guest performers
come to the class so that the
students could be exposed to all
forms of dance expression.
Ater many years of studying
ballet and following one such
guest, Mrs. Haws decided to
begin the study of modern dance.
"I had a strong desire to
dance, but I also wanted to go
to college," said Mrs. Haws. "So,
at Brigham Young University I
began to take modern dance
classes."
Majoring in drama and minoring in dance she was able to
get as much dancing in as could
be arranged under such a college
program.
"My first real chance to get
Into a musical production was
at BTU. The Drama Department
was doing a revision of the
movie, ’New Moon’ and I was
called upon to do the choreography for the show," she remarked.
T. Y. COMMERCIALS
While in college Mrs. Haws
was signed to do a series of
television commercials. Th is
gave her the opportunity to do a
little professional work in addition to her college career.
"In those days all the commercials were live, and I was

Noted Cellist To Perform
In Concert Wednesday
Henri Honegger, noted cellist,
will perform in concert Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Born in Geneva, Honegger
later studied music with Pablo
CasaLs at the Ecole Normal in
Paris. Honegger has appeared as
soloist throughout Europe and in
North America, South America
and Africa,
In 1950, he presented the first
complete performance in America of the Six Suites for Unaccompanied Cello. The New
York performance was in commemoration of the two hundredth anniversary of Baeh’s
death.

the Student Affairs Business Office in Building It. General admission is W. students $1.
include
The program will
Sonata No. 4 in G Major, by
Beethoven; Sonata No. 1 in E
Minor, by Brahms; Ballade, by
Frank Martin; and Sonate, by
Debussy.

The tournament will
he
played on the women’s athletic
field at 3, 4 and 5 p.m. on both
days. Games will last about 45
minutes. The semi-finals will be
on Nov. 14 and 16, and the final
game will be held on Nov. 18.

,,D

Right here and now...
the new John Meyer clothes are
happening. Neo-classic niceties
with an unaffected, great young look,
enhanced by infallible tailoring
and brilliant Autumn colors.
Come, see and be conquered!

mAnK FENWICK

J.An Mcrr !

always afraid that while dancing around all the new stoves,
that the big bow would not come
oft when I was supposed to pull
it off," she said.
DANCE CAREER
Mrs. Flaws explained that
most people who are interested
in making modern dance a
career find that the theater
world offers many opportunities.
"The television industry is where
all the dancers of today are
making the money," she added.
One more scope of modern
dance is teaching. "One does less
performing in teaching others,
but it can be very enjoyable,"
remarked Mrs. Haws.
Although a Las Vegas show
business career was open to her,
she decided after gradtta lion
from the University of Utah to
obtain her master’s at the University of California at Los
Angeles.
Mrs. Haws, who is only one
of several professors to teach
modern dance at. SJS feels that
a much more extensive and comprehensive dancing program will
be offered to the students in the
near future.
"We have a good program
here at SJS, but we need more
of what we already have," said
Mrs. Haws.

A college volleyball tournament open to all SJS students
will be held Nov. 15 from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m. Co-Ftec is sponsoring the event.
Each team will consist of
three boys and three girls. A
registiation booth will be set up
in front of the bookstore from
10:30 to 12:30 today, Monday,
and Wednesday.

CHRISTMAS JET
FLIGHTS

NEW YORK $149
(Round Trip Including Tax)

Jose State students, faculty, employees, and
their immediate families
RETURN JAN. 1 (evening)
DEPART DEC. 15 (evening)
RETURN JAN. 2 (evening)
DEPART DEC. 16 (evening)
Non Stop-Super Jets
Space is limitedSo make reservations NOW!
For Reservations
Open

to San

PHONE 392-8513
or write to
(Mail this request today)
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St. (Suite 801)
San Francisco, California 94103

SAN JOSE

Gentlemen: Make my reservation for

where the fashion action is

OLD TOWN in LOS GATOS. and
Stevens Creek Plaza Santa Clara
Next to the Emporium
Opposite J. Magnin

CHEER THE
HOME TEAM
WITH
CORSAGES
FROM
OUR LARGE
SELECTION

persons.

Name

NCV1Ad

Address
Zip Code

Phone

2nd & San Fernando

graduating engineers,
chemists and physicists

... and you can park
almost anywhere! Four Price
Models to choose from. Choice
of Over 7 Million Owners.

Special discounts to students
1615 ALMADEN, SAN JOSE

BROOKS CYCLERY

PUASYCAT 0 GO
AT THE BRASS RAIL

\13

"CRISTIAN

FEATURING
r

irritiicording star
JEANNIE R4fik
with the
Fr’aer:157of
YCAR
T

1

ALSO APPEARING

AND THE

TA RA
AND HER TWO
12 ft. BOA CONSTRICTORS

WAR"
REY. DOUG HENDERSON

the Navy’s largest industrial complex:
the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard
ENJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH.
You’ll be challenged by the variety offered
in the design, construction, overhaul and
conversion of Polaris missile submarines,
guided missile frigates, destroyers, aircraft
carriers, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab
III, etc.
APPLY YOUR TALENTS TO IMPORTANT
PROGRAMS: Nuclear power, ship structures,
electrical/electronic systems, missile systems, marine/mechanical design, welding,
chemistry (analytical) and metallurgical in.
spection and test, quality assurance, process

methods and standards, tools and plant
utilization.
LIVE IN THE FAMED BAY AREA. San Fran
cisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
located 40 miles apart: Hunters Point in San
Francisco and Mare Island in Vallejo, Cali’
fornia. Each location has ready access to the
cultural advantages of San Francisco. All
types of recreation from surfing in the PaCific to skiing in the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Continue your professional
growth by attending classes at one of the
many outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby.

"Diamond Jim" & The Karats

THIS SUNDAY
AT 11 A.M.

FEATURING JIMMY MAMOU

AMATEUR NITE
EVERY WEDNESDAY

10th & San Salvador

!

CORRECT FORMMrs. Caro! Haws shows Margaret Terry,
student, the proper procedure in performing a forward movement technique sequence for her modern dance class.

Low Insurance!
Hardly Any Gas!

’

ST. PAUL’S
METHODIST
CHURCH

!i!!’-!,,
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SPARTAN DAILY-6

Tcles Mon-KNTV, Ch, 11, Today
8:30 11.111.
SJS Reports: Campus News anti Spoils.
KTEH, Ch. 54, Today
SJS Reports: Cam12 noon
pus News and Sports.

Volleyball Signups

Co-Rec To Hold
Football Tourney
Co-Rec will sponsor a toilets
football tournament for women’s
organizations on campus to be
played Tuesday and Thursday.

Friday, November 3, 1967

KSJS-FM, 90.7 me., Today
4:55 p.m. Spartan Newsline:
International, National, Local
and State News with Larry
Galvin.
5-7 p.m. -- Music and Commentary
5:15 pm. - Voices of Vista.
5:30 p.m. --- Lockheed Digest.
5:55 p.m, - Sportsline: National and Campus Sports Coverage with Hal Ramey.
6:30 p.m. House
of Science.
6:55 p.m. -- Spartan Spectrum.
7 p.m. David George Show
7:15-8 p.m. -- The Gramaphone
Shoppe: Classical Music and
Composers with Steven Robert
Waldee.
8 p.m. - David George Show
8:55 p.m. - - Spartan Focus: An
Intensified Look at an Important Current Event Involving the Campus Community.
9 p.m. Sign Off

GO VESPA Low Cost!

Honegger is known for his
technique, pure intonation, tone,
and accuracy of pitch. He has
been called "the complete Cellist."
Tickets are still available at

On the Air I

FASHION SHOW MON. through FRI. AT NOON
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NO COVER CHARGE

Representative on Campus
November 6, 1967
for interview, contact your placement office
An Enna! Opportenoty Employer. US. Coli,enship Reepererl.

THE BRASS RAIL
160 Mt. View Alriso Road, Near Lockheed

292-8311
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in a party dress from the new collection of festive
fashions at the Gilded Cage. Junior and petite sizes
for the college coed.
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Offer Good Until Nor. 17

Golden Touch Beauty Salon

An Invitation to Learn of

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
with advanced & complex
guided missile systems

* * * NSMSES * * *
Located on the California coast
mid -point between
Santa Monica & Santa Barbara,
we offer the ideal
physical and technical climate.
Schedule an interview on
November 6, 1967

with the representative of:

NAVAL SHIP MISSILE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION
Port Hueneme, California
For positions as:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
AEROSPACE ENGINEER (MISSILES)
PHYSICIST (ELECTRONICS)
Your Placement Director
has further information
will furnish brochures
can schedule an interview
An Equal

-

$2.00
$2.00

19 E. Santa Clara

Opportunity Employer
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is a rugged team,
ttn defense, but we know
hew I,, teat them as we have
,Itteh them well," Anderson said.
Moving against the Cowboy’s
will be SJS’ chief problem.
The
ruing defenders are ranked
-1\111 111 the nation in total defense
k especially tough against
I the ru, h.
ONE HOPE
I’lo :--1p,alans one heel. ;Wallis"
’lb tot’ h.it has allirved only
I %A rushing yaids per game, is
I the passing of quarterback Danny
Holman. This is nothing new, but
lt appears that the ’Pokes one defensive weakness. and it is a small
nue. is Inc secondary.
No team has marched up and
wn the field with ease against
Wyoming, but Arizona State did
dominate the statistks, although
losing 15-13.
ASU moved well through the air,
especially on screen passes :dui
aerials thrown down the middle.
The Sun Devils gained 162 yards
through the air in the first half,
with screen passes of 29 and 38
yards being the longest gainers.

MOVE EM OUT-Spcc:.;ster Willie Riley is shown trying to turn
up field with the aid of block by guard Lee Evans as three Uni-

End Steve Brennan will start at
the right half or flanker spot. Walt
Blackledge is scheduled to take
Brennan’s starting split end slot,
with defensive end Dwight Tucker
set to spell Blackledge.
Let’s just hope that the many
position changes (too’t affect the
receivers ability to snare Holman’s
strikes, as completion after completion will he neeiled to drop the
high -flying Cow boys.

-

- -

Long Beach, UCLA

Highly Rated Squads Face Poloists
By CARY BENJAMIN
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Two highly rated toes fare the
SJS water poloists this weekend
fir one of the busiest weekends ;
;of water polo action for the Spartans.
This afternoon coach Lee Walton will send his twice defeated I
new up against Long Beach State]
;al 4 in the Santa Clara International Swim Center.
Tomorrow the nation’s only undefeated team and defending na-

PERSONNEL CHANGES
Anderson made several personnel changes during the week to
strengthen areas weakened by in buries. Most of the switches have
been to chore up the end and back
spots.
Left halfback Walt Shockley is
a doubtful starter with bruised
. ribs, so Frank Slaton hits changed
from right to left halfback to back
up probable starter Danny Andel- :.11

son.

-

-

He is surrounded by a fine
tional champions, UCLA, invades I
the Santa Clara pool for a 10 a.m. group of junior college transfers,
contest. Later, at 2:30, U.C. Santa "They have a tremendous water
Barbara battles SJS in the Spartan pool.
Last year the Spartans edged
Long Beach, 7-6, for the State
Championships. Earlier, SJS fell
to LB., 10-6,
The 49’ers are led by Bob Sarri,
brother of Olympic star Roy Sarri
of USC. Bob beat the Spartans
single handed in the 10-6 victory
by scoring seven goals.

1111111111

111

-lee

Sparta has been practicing all
week at the Santa Clara pool, adjusting to the bigger facilities.
"Our adjustment to the pool will
be a factor in the game," Walton
remarked. "What is really trou-

HOFBRAU
Alit hent ic Germ an food
imported and domestic
1511

bress

tall

JACK LIKINS
... all-American

I is c music Friday and
Saturday night

1-1019)3110C1
51 S. Marko SI,

Sall

Jilt’(’

SPARTAN
Retreat at Redwood Christian Park with Dr. Earl Rdmachr,
President of Western Theological Seminary.

Leave Friday at 7 p.m., 3rd and San Antonio
Total cost $12.50. Call 298-4875

AFTER
GAME
FOOD!

C1961 IN $0111

Among Co %haute. 8,1

polo team with experience," Wah
ton commented.
UCLA’s credentials are also impressive. The Bluins have four
All-Americans returning, two from
the first team.
Stan Cole, Bruce Bradley and
Russ Webb lead the Uclans in the
field while Jim Slaton guards the
goal.
"UCLA has a very strong threeman punch," Walton remarked,

Directions

NOVEMBER 3.5

A

"anti are backed up by the top
collegiate goalie."
All-American Greg Hind draws
a starting assignment
tonight
against Long Beach. He has been
suffering from mononucleosis and
has seen only limited action during the week.
All - Americans Steve Hoberg,
Jack and Bob Likins, will be starting for the Spartans, also, along
with Dennis Belli, John Schmitt
and Tim Halley.
SJS has able back up men in
Gary Farrens.
Mike
Monsees,
Bruce Prefontaine and Dan Lan-

don.

America’s 3Iost Beautiful ...

GARDEN CITY

SHIPWRECKED SAILOR FROM LISLE
SWAM ASHORE TO A TROPICAL ISLE
BUT HE GATHERED HIS WITS
AND SALVAGED SOME SCHLITZ
SO HE WON’T SEND FOR HELP FOR AWHILE.

versify of Pacific defenders converge on the play. Riley sustained a foot injury in the Pacific game and is out indefinitely.

Try our .. .
Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85
Each one,
a complete meal

araue
Steak -hot%

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

The Santa Clara International
Swim Center Is located at 2625
Patricia in Santa Clara.
To get to the St ins Center,
take El Camino Real out to the
Moonlight Shoppi I,g Center.
the first
Turn left on
big merlin., Bent 4m, arid turn
left again. Then turn right on
Collin the signs.
White 1

DENNIS BELLI
... junior starter
bling us now is our driving to the
cage, then swimming to the side.
In a bigger pool we may swimn
too far and be out positioned."
U.C. Santa Barbara will be no
easy contest for SJS, either, according to the Spartan mentor.
They were the collegiate swimming champs last year.

CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION
-300 S. 10th St.
SUNDAY:
9:15 a.m. Morning
Worship
5:30 p.m. Eucharist
(supper following)
THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Eucharist
Open daily
8 a.m.-I0 p.m.
Why were the Saints, Saints? Because they were cheerful, patient when
it was difficult to be patient: and because they pushed on when they
wanted to stand still, and kept silent when they wanted to talk, and were
agreeable when they wanted to be disagreeable. That was all. It was
quite simple and always will be.
-Author Unknown-

Harriers Run at Tahoe;
Battle Snow, Elevation
Spartan harriers will get a small
taste of what to expect at the
NCAA championships later this
month when they compete in the
South Tahoe Invitational tomorrow.
"There will be a possibility of
snow," coach Ted Banks said,
"and this is what can be expected
at the nationals in Laramie,
Wyoming."
Another important factor confronting the harriers is the elevation. Tahoe’s course is at 6500
feet: Laramie is nearly 7500 feet.
SJS will be meeting some top
teams in the Tahoe race, including Stanfordwhom the Spartans
defeated last week --Brigham
Young. Unuiversity of Nevada,
Humboldt State, UOP, Chico State,
University of Utah, and Pacific of
Fresno.
Darold Dent and Pete Santos
will be the top Spartans going for
San Jose. Dent had been running

in the No. 1 spot all season, until
last week when Santos shot past
Dent in the Stanford meet. Santos
finished 10 seconds ahead of Dent
with a time of 20:10.
Banks will be counting on another fine performance by his
other top five runners- -Bernie
Kraus, Charlie August, Dave Barni, Mike Bailey and Jim Adkins
to take the Invitational win.
The one-two punch of Dent and
Santos may have a third member
by the time of the nationals.
Byron Lowry, who was sidelined
for most of the season, competed
for the first time in the Stanford
meet. Banks feels the All-American could really help the team
jell and move if he can get back
in shape.
The Spartans have only one
more dual meet before the Laramie race. The harriers travel to
California next weekend, then
have two weeks to prepare for the
championships.

Frosh Gridders Meet
S.F. State in Stadium
Coming off last Saturday’s disastrous 61-0 loss to the California
frosh, the SJS freshman football
team hopes to rebound today when
they take on the San Francisco
State freshmen at 2 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
Today’s game marks the only
home appearance of the Spartababes this season. The Spartababes
enter the contest with a 1-2 record, while the SFS yearlings have
posted a 3-2 mark. Last year SJS
blanked San Flancisco 42-0.
In order for the Spartababes to
control SFS, they must stop the
hard running of fullback Wayne
Hotchkins. Hot chkin s, a 180

Wake Leads Frosh
To 36-9 Victory
Over Gael Poloists
The freshman water polo team
is beginning to play and score
like the varsity. The Spartababes
smashed the St. Mary’s varsity
36-9, Wednesday afternoon at
Moraga.
Spartan varsity poloists humbled St. Mary’s earlier in the year,
35-1.
Bob Wake turned in a spectacular performance as he hit on
13 of 15 shots to lead the Spartans in scoring.
San Jose had some fine supporting roles from Jim Williamson, John Miles and Paul Mihalow. who scored five times each,
Jon Spencer, with two goals, and
Mike Eckgren and Eric Bergh,
with one tally each.
The Spartan defense, led by
goalie Jim Valentine, held the
Gaels scoreless in the first period,
while the SJS offense was busy
running up a 10-0 margin.
Wake and Williamson guided
Sparta in the period hitting on
three shots each. In the second
quarter Wake went on a scoring
binge, tallying six times on seven
tries. At the half the Spartans had
hiked the score to 20-3.
After a "quiet" third period,
scoring only six goals, SJS exploded for their third 10 point
quarter with Spencer, Wake, Williamson and Mihalow doing the
scoring.
Valentine turned in a fine performance in the goal, blocking 10
shots. In the fourth quarter, Jim
Pavusko took over in the nets,
while Valentine played in the
field for the first time this season.
The win was the biggest margin
of victory for the Spartababes this
season, giving them a 7-6 record.
Yesterday the frosh battled Fremont, but results were not available by press time.

WE DELIVER!
12" PIZZAS
$1.95
Chicken Dinners
$1.55
Spaghetti Dinners
99c
DELIVERY HOURS:
SUN. THRU THURS.-5 +c; 12
FRI. AND SAT. -4 to 2 a.m.

laaosiver-*.rwris......440.-

-- phoc by Jirs K
ON THE MOVESpartan soccer player Hernen Arango approaches the ball against USF to
give SJS control. The booters travel to Chico

FALL SPORTS
Today is the last day to sign up
for hunch (3-man) basketball.
The hunch season begins Thur:day, Nov. 9. Games are played for
30 minutes or 50 points and last
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Turkey trot entries are due a
week from tomorrow.
The bowling tournament begins
Tuesday. Matches are twice a
week at the Alma Bowl and start
at 3:45 p.m.
The gym will be open Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday for badminton and hunch practice.
FOOTBALL
The battle lot the All -College
championships will get underway
Monday at 3:45 p.m.
The participants will be independent champs Me and Them and
fraternity winners Theta Chi.
Me and Them won the intle
pendent league crown last year,
but lost to Alpha Tau Omega in
the All-College game.
This year, ATO was eliminated
by Theta Chi 21-6 on the last day
of the season.

A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404

You may wear this one smugly, but we’ll understand. It
means you’re a hot enough skier to handle a red-hot new

ski ... the red-base Head Slalom, no less. Come in for
full particulars, about the new ski and your membership.
In case you care, this could be the status
badge of the season.

REED’S SPORT SHOP
3131 ALUM ROCK AVENUE
open until 9 p.m.

R. Nicholus, Vicar

OPEN
TUESDAY
through
SUNDAY
7 a.m.-I0:30 p.m.
When you’re worn from a day of schooling or studying, stop
here . . . relax with the refreshing cool taste of our flavorful
snacks. They are always good.

birthday savings throughout all
Grodins ...a complete wardrobe of values
for yourself or holiday gifting.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

One Block from SJS

We feature Accutrori
the most accurate
timepiece
in the
world
(yy,
Accutron’s tuning fork

reg. $

69.50 WOOL WORSTED SUITS
Savingtime to buy the newest (two-but- $
ton lounge models) or our traditional,
natural shoulder Rams Head classic,

39.50 FALL SPORT COATS
Autumn mixture of the important weaves
and patterns from crisp plaids to brisk
herringbones in tall colorings.

)1417

’7(41,14,

////,

12i,

’34

replaces the outdated balance wheel that’s found in all
watches. Stop by so we can tell you
more. Starting with the right time of
day. Accutron by Bulova. From $125.00

$15
I hill

STATE ANNEX
470 S. 10111
286 1210

HEAD

RELAX, REFRESH AT HOWARD’S

SUIT SALE
One W. ek

Cal (2-0-2) and USF (3-1-0)
could eliminate each other from
the league race should they tie and
the Spartans win.
The Wildcats will be led by
scorers Kabine Mara and Ned
Vetnoga, fullback Ted Howard and
goalie David Litzelman,
Art Romswinckel will move up
to inside right which is being vacated for this game by high -scoring Henry Catnacho who is resting his pulled muscle. Although he
played against Cal, he was visibly
slowed down,
Bert Manriquez will take over
Romswinckel’s left halfback position.
Frank Mangiola will man the
Spartan net, Luis Mintegui will
be at right fullback, Jean-Pierre
Canabou at left fullback, Samil
Deus at right halfback, and Gary
Iacini at center halfback.
The Spartan offensive line will
find Bob Davis at right wing, Ed
Storch at center forward, Fred
Nourzad at inside left, and Jimmy.
Parravi at left wing.

Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.

L1111111111111111111111:11111111111111111111111:

NIcti’s Clothing

1. .....................e...................

tomorrow for a WCISC contest with the Wildcats.

Ifyou
don’t
Injury Sidelines Camacho
join our new
Booters Face Tough Chico Head Slalom
Club,you
haven’t go
Cal -SE Ducats
all your
Now Available
buttons.

STATE ANNEX

We accept all
major eredil earti4

DELIVERY -295-3805

uq,

dat44L.,

.....

Now

10th and WILLIAM
OPEN DAILY AT 4 p.m.

ever, when the undefeated SparBy Bolt SHIRRELL
)ounder, who is being moved up
tan soccer team clashes with
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
to the varsity, has averaged 100
lChico State tomorrow at Chico in
When the No. One team in the
yards a game rushing.
a
WCISC battle. The game begins
Any offensive power San Jose league meets last year’s cellar- at 1 p.m.
is
usually
score
lopsided
dweller,
a
generates will come from the
Last season, SJS trounced the
strong right arm of quartmback the result,
This may not be the case, how- Wildcats 9-0 as Chico went on to
George Oreglia. In the team’s first
finish a winless year in last place.
two games, the former Carlmont
With a year of conference exHigh signal caller had connected
perience under their belts, the
on 36 of 47 passes for a phenomWildcats are making the season
enal 77 percent completion averuncomfor table for several top
age. Oreglia has thrown for more
teams.
than 475 yards and five touchIn their last three games, they
downs.
have tied second place Cal and
Oreglia’s two prime targets are
Tiekets for next Saturday’s Stanford, 1-1, and have beaten
Butch Ellis and Sam Crowell.
Both Ellis and Crowell have nabbed SJS - University of California Davis, 2-1.
"We could be in for a good,
two touchdown passes from Oreg- football game in Berkeley are
lia. One of Cmwell’s touchdown now on sale, according to Jerry hard game," coach Julie Menendez said, "They’ll be up for us."
receptions came against Fresno
The Spartans are off a tough
, assistant director of athState. The play covered 91 yards. Vr
2-2 draw with Cal. Down by two
Defensive standouts for the letics.
Tickets are $1 upon presenta- quick goals, they came back to
freshmen this year have been Tony
Jackson and Dick Hall, Jackson’s tion of a student body card. tie the game against the defensetop game came against the Stan- Tickets are available In the minded Bears.
By tieing, the Spartans held on
ford frosh. In that game, the for- Office of Student Affairs front
to the No 1 spot in the confermer Oakland standout make 16 8 ant, until 5 p.m.
FriThursday
and
Wednesday,
ence with a 3-0-1 record.
tackles, assisted on 14 others and
Another key game being played
recovered a Stanford fumble. Hall day of next week tickets will
street.
also
be
sold
on
Seventh
tomorrow, matches second-place
has done a fine job at his defenCal and third -place USF at Cal.
sive end posittem;
A week from today the freshmen travel to Fremont, as they
FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
close out the season against the
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Ohlone Junior College Saints. The
Saints, in their first year of footLutheran Church Missouri Synod
ball, have. compiled a creditable
374 South 3rd Street
3-3 record, defeating Menlo, Moffet Field and the Parks Job Corps
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and II a.m.
while losing to San Quentin, Sac2 Blocks From Campus
ramento State freshmen and the
College Discussion Group
University of Santa Clara nosh.

Intramurals =

c1’ %HT 5x.’ DULY -7

Friany. November I 1967

Hudson’s Jewelers
.ti

timtli

Fitmt

29341567

VAL

SAN ANTONIO CENTER IN MT VIEW
ICY FAIR IN SAN JOSE
SHOP MON. thru FRI MGM’,

E.-SPARTAN DA1LT

rrtrlay November 3 ltitei

/wet /41/etpew/it,m,/ 4-kw/et.>
ART
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
ENDS WED. NOV. 8th

Dr. Clark Gets Greek Proposals
Bv GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Fraternities and sororities remain on probation while the administration considers their anti discriminatory proposals.
President Robert D. Clark has
received proposed plans of action
from the Interfraternity OFC)
Pimbellenic Councils in act-

and

cordance with the conditions of
probation issued on Sept. 22.
"Both proposals are offered to
Implement and guarantee the performance of their declarations of
non-discrimination required of all
College-approved organizations by
Title 5, Section 41500, of the Cali-

Job Interviews
MONDAV, Nov. 6
Batt elle Memorial Institute,
mechanical or

Majors: chemical,

electrical engineers, materials
science. Positions: participate in a
variety of research and development technical projects. Location,
Columbus, Ohio; Richland, Wash.
U.S. citizen.
Majors:

Varian.

fornia Administrative Code, Pres.
(lark said.
"The proposals came in just under the deadline and there wasn’t
enough time to evaluate them and
clear the fraternity system from
the probationary terms," Dr. William Dusel, executive vice-president, said.
ACTION PENDING
"The proposals have come from
the local chapters and action is
pending from nationals." he said.
"The administration will consider
the legality of local and national
currunittments.
Dusel continued, "The fraternities and sozolities have satisfied
the conditions of probation by submitting a plan that looks promislog. We didn’t expect the plans
Ii, be finalized by all nationals."
"We propose to examine these
plans carefully and to make official notice of termination of probation as soon as we are assured
that they are sound and workable," said Pres. Clark, "Final determination on official college
status may be delayed for a short
period of time pending action at
the national level on some of our
local proposals."
National Panhellenic Council
(INPC) is meeting this week in

in-

electrical,

BURTON
PROD./Cr.., OP
THE TAMING nal" Mr

Location,

Palo Alto, Walnut Creek, Southmid-

ern California, east coast,
west; U.S. citizen.

tion, conversion, overhaul of surface ships and submarines. Loca-

IriP’.

* NOW *

U.S. citizen,

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Trane Company. Majors: B.S. in
all

engineering

sales

fields.

Positions
1,,,

engineering.

Location,

Wise.,

127

Crosse,

plus

First Baptist

cities

U.S. Naval Ammunition Depot
(Quality Evaluation Laboratory i.

mathematical sciences, physical
science. Positions: working on reliability and surveillance of naal
weapons, missile re-entry systems, quality assurance service
tests, calibration of electriital
standards, analysis and design or
experiments for weapons component test programs, environmental test engineering, writing
of technical reports; U.S. citizen.
Westinghouse Electric Co r p.
Majors: electrical, mechanical, industrial or chemical engineers,
with B.S. or MS. Positions: basic .
and applied research, product design and development, sales and
manufacturing engineering, technical marketing, production (’ontrol, quality control, systems analysis, data processing research
Location: Sunnyvale, Pittsburg.
nationwide; U.S. citizen.
U.S. Naval Ship 511tiritle Syste’n Engineering Station, Majors::
B.S. or M.S. in electrical, mecham:
Ica! or general engineering. Positions: RDT&E on ship missile systems. Location: Port Hueneme.
Boeing Company. Majors: RS.
or MS. in civil, electrical or industrial engineering, mechanical
engineering, materials science,
aeronautics, industrial technology,
math and physics. Positions: associate engineer. Location: Seattle,
Wash.. natiitnwirlo: i’.5. citizen.

Dr.

Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor

Barry
Mi, ,‘er to

KiliNT.

Collegians

8:30 & 11 a.m. - Morning Worship
7 p.m. - Evening Service
College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
9:45 a.m. - Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. - Evening Forum

8:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 17
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets: $2.7543.7544.75
Get your tickets now at
San Jose Box Office
or Spartan Music
40 W. San Carlos

REUNION CLASS OF 1962. W.:
ri November 24.
tun
Infr-4,at 287.0785.
f.c1 my shoes
"TO THE RATS ..
to you!!!

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
’64 CHEVY
bier.
Ece i

STEAK - SHRIMP CHICKEN and FISH DINNERS

SPECIAL TAKE OUT MENU
Hamburgers and Hot Dogs 3 for 50c
French Fries 2 for 25e Soft Drinks 10c

(givarian

One Way

Paris to San

Francisco

55

number of spaces is evil 4.

tor students, staff, ad

The Califo,nia S.are

rec.

Cede,

Fare: $225 one way

0;

Cot information:

\

International

el

Also FREE ART SHOW

Nark. MOW NW LOON El OK ladR1

ICOLOR CO -HIT
Brigette Bardof
Laurent Terzieff

theatre
4005 1st
DOWNTOWN

"TWO WEEKS IN SEPTEMBER"

ENDS
TUESDAY

294-5544

HELD OVER
2nd HILARIOUS
WEEK ...

WHAT
IS MADE
IN ITALY?

SOPHIA LOREN
ANITA EKBERG
ROMY SCHNEIDER

scot tiles iNIFIltatiptist presents
I’

MADE IN

"BOCCACCIO 70"
TECHNICOLOR

IT/AIY"

CO -HIT

TEcHN1SCOPEs

"THE PUMPKIN EATER"

"LOVE AT TWENTY"

PERSONALS 17)

garage
,th
,,round
e. Need transport.vion.
295-0215 .11ss or 258-4988 evenings.
WEEKEND AT SOUTH Lake Tahoe. I
bdrrno 2 bath. 2 story log cabin. Bea
for up to 15 people. $75 for 3-4 cit,,
weekend to resp. groups. Call Palo Alto
323-1256,

I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
wanted. 508 S. 11th St. #4 Furnished.
$50/mo. Call 298.1638.
LEFT IN THE lurch, reed girl to share
apt, with three others. $41, mo. 545 S.
7th St. #12. 295.1899. Call p.m.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Furnished, 2 bedroom. adjacent to SJS.
$65 ’rro. Call 292.7784 anytime.

ROOM WITH PRIVATE

ENTRANCE
near Larnpus, $35 plus Ste babyj,mi,
’59 VW BUS with sunroof. 10.000 miles 8 yr. old boy. Kit. & laundry priv. C,I1
on ’63 e- . Good mech. cond. Was 295-6221, after 3:30 p.m.
rolled .5 OK. $275. 2955844.
LOST AND FOUND 16)

FOR SALE 131

REWARD: PILOT log book, Hemmi
$37.50. Jointer- Slide Rule and black binder. Call Ron
plainer $29.95. Wood lathe $15. Radial 292.0654.
arm saw $129. All new tools. 292.0409
or 241-1943.
LOST: BROWN WALLET on 10-31.
Vicinity of 11th & W
Call Doug
120 WATT STEREO AMP. AM-FM 295.1486. REWARD.
tuner. 8MM Boles movie camera, zoom
& wide angle lens. Call 292-4460.
RADIAL DRILL PRESS

HELP WANTED 141

7

CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
r:: Js. 0, u’
,,welry in cast
, wcal :
.
.er.
yr
Geo.L,’’:vne 354-1273/
NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish
’,sop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos.
Au
recipe from the Old Country,
Opt- 4 c or. to 10 p.m. daily.
IF YOU SEW, you should know quality.
If you know quality, you should know
Campus Originals of Waterbury Connecticut. A complete selection of fine
fabrics for the college woman, including woolens by Pendleton and Anglo
Available through your local Campus
Originals representative. Cell 298-4587
afternoons & evenings.

SERVICES tEl
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast
Term papers. etc. Call 264.8592.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Cal
243 6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXQUISITE, REASONABLE TYPING,
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700
Close to SJS. Ditto, mimeo slightly
higher per page.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, THESIS, etc
Experienced and all work guaranteed
Reasonable. Phone 294-3772,
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers.
etc. Phone 258-4335.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esiche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
ATTENTION PEOPLE: Irregardless of
age, in, or ethnic background, you
can learn to PLAY ROCKBLUES &
JAZZ DRUMS. No equipment needed to
start. Call Ray 292.4460.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 2698674
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do sI
kinds of typing on electric typewriter.
Reasonable fees Call 292-:1901

WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME. Es-

persn cod. dependable, reasonabla.
Phone 294-1313.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Technical or
theme papers. IBM Seiectric - carbon
ribbon if desired. 961-9102.
WILL TYPE YOUR thesis Or any other
form or
i .n. Call Bev. 292-2085.

25c per
TV’S
FOR
$8 and $V

’RENT. Special student rates
utS. C II 377-2935.

TRANSPORTATION (91
RIDE NEEDED TO 515 from Sunnyvale
day for 930 classes. Call Lynda 7364119.
NEED RIDE TO SAN DIEGO area Nov.
22. Will share expenses. Call Julie Alrnmck 294.2916.If not in leave message.
NIX

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:
Call at

TALENTED GIRL TO COOK for 5
senior men in exchange for meals. M -F
dinner. Call 286-4770.

MATURE LADY TO

care for chil. Days
to be arranged. Call 739-7855.

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

HELP WANTED: MALE only. Weekends at Frontier Village. Write for application & enclose selfaddressed enve
ope. 4885 Monterey Rd. S. J.

DELIVERY & STOCK CONTROL local
duplicating supply firm. T&Th after.
noons, 8.12 hrs. per week. References
required. 298-1464.

Monday, Wednesday Si Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS, no
"r_.,
40,,..ary. Full or part time.
C
l Guaranteed Employ
St.

Tuesday & Thursday
II a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

294.1117

Avenue,

San

Californ’a 94132 (415)

How do you stop the ravages of cancer" Or control the
weather? Can natural resources be synthesized? These and
many other questions of vital importance to society need
answers.
Finding these answers, and making electronics serve the
broad needs of society. is the business of Varian.
If you’re an engineering or science student with an interest
in analytical instrumentation, radiation equipment. vacuum
systems, or tubes and related microwave components. let’s
talk about your future. It might make a big difterence 10
both of us. Contact your Placement Office for details.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

in

F.

Z.s.

469 .344

Monday, Nov. 6, 1967

it

af-reeli

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

APT. FOR RENT. Manager apt. #11.
293-5760. 475 S. 4th St. New & spacious.
Very close to campus.

FURN. PRIVATE ROOM,

kit. priv. 660
S. 11th Si. Private entrance - exit.
$47.50 ’inn. Call 292.9739. Men only.

ROOM WITH

private entrance.
privileges. 86 S. 12th St. 298.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

’Yr A5I<E2I-11

ACNI5,7R 54I71V Ts)

IMPROVE HI5 GRAGE5.’s

has a lot of questions for you to answer

Progr le

fhe California State Colleges
Holloway

HP,
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"A FUNNY THING HAPPENED
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM"
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When’s the Last Time You Were in
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MICHAEL CAINE is ALFIE

MILLICENT MARTIN ’JULIA FOSTER JANE ASHER SHIRLEY ANNE FIELD
iit SHELLEY WINTERS AS RUBY
VMEN MERCHANT ELEANOR BRON
TECHNICOLOR TECHNISCOPF A LEWIS GILBEFir PRONVION [P.74.1*.

TECHNICOLOR

Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

SIMON & GARFUNKLE

:4005..
......

(RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES)

13 A.M. Midnight Daily

2nd & San Antonio

throughout the U.S.; U.S. citizen. I

Hawaii, Majors: electrical or mechanical engineers, liberal az is.

arch
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.:1ES

All Students Welcome

Wednesday 2
Sat., Sun., Holi. 2 A
Sun. thru Thurs. 7 &
Fri. 8, Sat. Eve. 7:30

CINEMA 150

tion, San Francisco and Vallejo;

(ZORBA THE GREEK AND GEORGIRL) IN HIS FUNNIEST

IS

ROLE .

10 A.M. Seminar
6 P.M. Student Supper (50c)

OF THE SHREW

P.M.
4:30 P.M.
9:30 P.M.
.1 10 P.M.
and 1644 Sled.
El Camino
NO RESERVED SEATS
Sento Clean
Tickets Available at Box Office at Feature Time

MERE WORDS CANNOT DESCRIBE
THE END!! YOU’LL HAVE TO SEE
IT TO BELIEVE IT ALAN BATES

ASB Interviews

CD No IIISLAYLO SEATS-KEA:AI .55015

Moonlil Shopping Cnlnil

/6th
WEEK

ASB card
,

The Personnel Selection Committee will be Interviewing for several positions today, Monday and
Tuesday.

STUDENT RATE: $1.50; $2 FRI. & SAT. EVE.
-SCHEDULE244-8543

San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard. Majors: all engineering majors. Position: design for construc-

PARAMOUNT PICTURES pic,,

MISC.’S UV1.1311
IN PH! ISURTCNI-2[1.1.11..Pla.1

chemistry. Positions: research deproduction.

RICHARD

with

-LIFE magazine

THE NEW
WINESKIN

COLutAINA PICO.OMS

student rates

"YOUANE.GOINGTOENJOY
’ALFIE’VERYMUCH7

which they are seeking in members. This would make a totally
subjective process is little more
objective and possibly eliminate
any unconscious discrimination."

Positions on the Intramural
Board and Inter-Cultural Steering
Committee will be held today, and
on Monday and Tuesday positions
on the Art Planning Committee
PANHELLENIC’ PROPOSALS and Student Housing Committee
Panhellenic proposals closely re- will Iv’,,,,:
semble those issued by Ili* last
week.
include proBoth proviso’s
vision of an Ad Floc Review Board
to hear and review any charges
of discrimination, and use of the
available administration staff to
College Student Center
provide adequate communication
10th & San Fernando
and counseling between the SJS
administration and the fraternity
"THE MEDIUM
system.
In addition, the sororities have
IS THE MESSAGE"
suggested that "each house conat a ndardrzed
sider adopting /I
recording by
miting scale on m.hati to judge
zushres listing spettitii qualities
MARSHALL McLUHAN

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

dastrial or Inechimical engineers,
industrial technologists, physics,
velopment,

,New Orleans, Louisiana, to discuss the San Jose State proposed
plans of action.
"Although the sorority proposals
cannot be considered the official
course of action, they are what
the girls have suggested to tiii:e
national organizations,- said Nils
Charles Garber, chaiiman of the
sororities’ Advisory Brand.
SJS chapters of fraternities were
given local autonomy front alumni
and WC nationals to determine
their proposals. But the structure
of the sorority system is such that
local chapters must receive the
sanction of national officers.

&we

1433 The Alameda
29Y- :3060

FILM MOVIE GUIDE

an equal opportunity employer
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Valerie Dickerson
1967 SJS Queen

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

HOMECOMING EDITION

By LINDA (’BUJ
"We did it!"
This is the reaction of Omega
Psi Phi, social fraternity sponsoring Valerie Dickerson, and the
SECTION B entire Negro college community.
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1967
They’re referring primarily to the
election of 20-year-old Valerie
Dickerson as SJS Homecoming
Queen for 1967.
Valerie, of course, is an extraordinary young woman, but she
symbolizes the spirit of the Negro
movement, far beyond the narrow
Float entrants for the A divi- and Sigma Phi Epsilon, Delta Upexecution, originality and routine.
confines of riot and protest, to
Trophies for the winning floats sion will be Delta Sigma Phi and silon and Alpha Phi will com- where it becomes an all-encomwill be awarded for adherence to Delta Gamma, Pi Kappa Alpha pete against the individual entries passing awareness and participathe parade theme, design and and Kappa Kappa Gamma, and of Lambda Delta Sigma and
originality, and appearance in mo- Sigma Alpha Mu and Washburn Magnolia Manor. The combined
tioBesides reigning as last year’s
talents of Ivy Hall, Craig Hall,
Hall.
tion.
SJS Snow Queen, the tiny, excitSpartan Sabres, College Manor, Colonial Hall, the Lime House.
Division A entries must have no
ing journalism major, is active as
riders on the float and must not Hoover and Markham Halls, Meni Lee and the Chez Nous will a member of the news staff of
be more than 26 feet long, 8 feet, Royce and Allen Halls and Delta center on winning one of the three KSJS and as a participant in
9 inches wide, and 13 feet, 6 in- Zeta and Alpha Phi Omega will C division trophies.
Angel Flight, Women’s Arnold
Student groups represented in
ches from the ground. Division A compete for the B division trophy.
Air Society Affiliate. She recently
Division C will have the largest the parade will feature the Blue
will operate with an unlimited
received an invitation to Theta
number of entrants. Joint efforts Keys, Black Masque, Shield and
budget.
Sigma Phi, women’s journalism
Division B must not exceed 17 by Catholic Women’s Center and Spears, members of the AFROTC, society.
feet, 4 inches in length, 8 feet in Sigma Pi, Theta Chi and Kappa the Band Aides and the SJS cheeiBut her most exciting activities
width and 10 feet in bight. Floats Alpha Theta, Gamma Phi Beta , leaders.
happened this summer when she
may have persons pulling or pushparticipated in the Cornerstone
ing the float but may not spend
program for college students and
more than $200,
spent 10 days living in the BedDivision C may include riders,
ford-Stuyvesant community in
may be pushed or pulled, yet reBrooklyn which she described as
main within a $100 budget.
the "second largest Negro ghetto
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3
Judges for the three divisions
in the United States."
12 NoonPresident’s Itutcheon in HI’: 1.
will be: A and B, Dr. Stanley C.
The opportunity to participate
1:15 p.m.Rededication of Tower Hall sponsored by Alumni
Benz, dean of students; Dr.
in this program came with a
Association.
Wayne Champion, professor of
8:30 p.m.Student’s Bonfire in empty lot across from Fair- recommendation from her Conindustrial arts; and John S. Leary,
gressman, John V. Tunney (Dgr
Is.
professor of art. The C division
Riverside) with whom she worked
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4
will be judged by Paul Baracker
as a Congressional intern at the
9:30 p.m.Parade begins at St. John St. and First St. Down
of Paul’s Jewelers in San Jose,
First St. to San Carlos. Turns left onto San Carlos, down beginning of the summer.
Mrs. Catherine Young of the San
Valerie, along with other stuone block and turns left on Second St. Up Second St. to
Jose Metropolitan Associates, and
San Fernando. Turns right onto San Fernando and ends dents, lived in a tenement buildWilliam Souza, design research diat Seventh St. Grandstand will be located in front of the ing, "the worst on the block" she
rector at IBM.
laughed, and was completely deSpeech and Drama Building.
Thomas Eagan, professor of
pendent on the community. The
1:30 p.m. -Football game.
music, will judge the band compeprogram, described as a learning
After football gameNo host cocktails for alumni at the
tition among the high school
experience, was designed to expose
Hyatt House.
bands,
the traditional aspects of a ghetto

Parade Slated Tomorrow
By CHARLES BETZ
Tomorrow’s 20th annual Homecoming parade will overshadow
the inaugural parade proceedings
of 1948.
The ’48 parade included a police
escort, color guard, parading student organizations, the college
band and a few floats from the
social solorities and fraternities.
According to the Spartan Daily,
Nov. ’23, 1948, "Students who are
not actually in the parade are
asked to wear white shirts and
rooters caps, and join in the conga
lines that will bring up the rear
of the parade."
"San Jose State: Foundation for
the Future," will feature 18 floats,
including the queen’s float and a
float entered by Lincoln High
School. Nine high school bands and
the Spartan Marching Band will
accompany six student organizations through the 13-block route.
The queen, Miss Valerie Dickerson, and her entourage will proceed promptly down First Street,
turning left on San Carlos to Second Street. At San Fernando, the
parade will wind right and proceed to Seventh Street and terminate.
Winning floats will be chosen
from each of the three divisions,
A, B and C. Trophies will be
awarded to the three high school
hands who show excellence in

This Weekend

ROYAL PROCESSIONValerie Dickerson, left, 1967 Homecoming Queen, waits with her princesses to receive her crown
at the Coronation Ball, held Saturday night at San Jose’s Civic
Auditorium. The princesses are, left to right, Joan Carlson, Dorothy Blake, Jane Lundgren and Sherry Sordello.
community and, added Valerie,
"gave me a feeling of satisfaction
and awareness." With this background in mind, Valerie hopes to
initiate an adjacent program in

Watts.

Miss Dickerson’s reaction to being elected queen was accompanied
by a big smile. "I feel 10 feet off
the ground and everyone’s up here
with me. I’m so excited and
proud."

Parade Sneak Preview
Tonight, San Jose motorists
may have the shock of their
lives, when SJS will involuntarily parade to the San Jose
Airport.
Because of a scheduling difficulty at the float construction
site at the San Jose Armory,
all the entrants must move their

floats to the Piper hanger at
the San Jose Airport before
6:30 p.m.
Although this will have no effect on tomorrow’s parade, interested students are invited to
watch, and more important,
motorists are advised to watch
out!

Tower Hall’s 57-Year History
By GREG BALKOVEX
partan Daily Staff Writer

The flight of time.
Sound far and near
With faithful tongue;
Ring hope and cheer,
To old and young.

ering earthquake, raz
and .rettel
ower Hall has rental
for over half a centu
hil
celebrates
hers qu
tory t
ere
tur
Clos
mbling a
can
e tower
new
II the fo
&ng manner
all
llouveiu whiel
Mbitke,w **s
Moo
Spani
tinigginObAind
.
sion schools."

tiot

At the time of its
10 construetion, Tower
Hall was the largest. etnfOrced concrete building of its type in the werld.
"The school is attracting world-wide attention
because of the building’s immense proportions
and unusual exte or finish." the newspaper
told the public wheh 39 instructors and 600 stude
the Lew buildings. The school,
e r
Mit s’ Normal Seltook had just
th
th 1906 San ittiliechtn. earthre
qu
once chin)
e
ton
at eihoed across camp
teritour the carillon hell tolled.
a were amplified by four speakers
op Morris Dailey Auditorium.
hyt4 "I know That My Redeemer
L’
s the basis for the melody chimed.
thaeofficially accompanied the bells
wa
"Westminster Chimes." The words
tha
ed the bells were:

4wer,

Ring out; 0 Bells
Your ancient chimes
Whose cadence tells

4

In Normal School days students improvised a
more succinct verse.
Westminster chimes
Up in the Tow’r
Telling the time
Each quarter hour.
La Torre was the center of campus activity,
tolling the hour and quarter hour; it also played
noon-day concerts. "Hail, Spartans, Hail" often
echoed across the campus from the Tower.
Graduates were bid farewell by the Tower
otthe year of each graduating
errie.
class during Ilte
ii WIN:’,4/enry Meade Bland
It also
irofessor here
upon
thud had be
te of Cali.
years and was the

ivf

The carillon chimes were silenced lies , ly
the Board of ’Titw
Thured
nsafe. The 85-yeartees de
a
he debris of the colold bell
lege corporation yard of Buildings and Grounds.
La Torre has been mute ever since.
Tau Delta l’hi. men’s honorary fraternity,
occupied the tower from 1924-63 and along
with the Alumni Association led a fight to halt
state demolition of the structure.
Student, faculty and state legislative clamor
rose to its peak in late 1963, after smoldering
for months over the Tower Hall razing issue.
Trouble started when the State Division .of
Architecture.’s report was presente$1to the State
College Trustees March 21, 19634ointing out
the dangerous condition the coIllogn.TOwcr Was in.

Cracks about 1/8 inch wide were found in 37
arches that extended into the concrete. An additional 22 arches contained superficial flaws.
After a Sept. 4, 1955 earthquake an inspection
of the Tower revealed cracks in both plaster and
concrete.
Even the rats had to leave. Some 700 bright
and dull colored rats were moved from Tower
Hall’s basement laboratory and placed in the old
Christian-Y House that was located behind the
cafeteria.
As spring changed to summer and the summer
to fall, tensions grew with worry over the old
structure. State financial officials were determined to level the Tower and build a modern
structure in its place.
Students rallied, peti
were signed and
telegrams and letters i
sent th state government officials in a
ppate .plea to save the
architectural }Ied$1 Ie college.
,
Eventuall*, ,with the ennibined efforts of stu,
dents, faculty and government officials such
as StatetIottst Speaker Jesse Unruh and former
Gov. Efitaitmd G. Brown, enough prmatire was
applled allocate $.157.724 for the renovation
Of ’Towe
After bp:nulls of protest to save the monument
to California’s-oldestetate college ,La Torre and
Morrig Dailty Auditqlgium were gi ’n a face lift.
ing. The obter collider o Tobter Hall succumbed to the swinging balk of he destruction
crew.
Today the rustic 414 builiini(holds its head
high above the caniine;in the silence of mature
years. Its once busy qu, known as Washington
Square, is now but pod gnd concrete. Time has
bad’ its toil but TOwer IIZU.1111 41411Thirthe...,
ornbol of US.
Tower -Hell wit *rr.radatliested ,tatispy,ut’ 1:l5

!Peter Jennings featured
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Towering Spartan Fire Monster
To Be Seen for Miles Tonight
Spartans stood around blazing
fires the night preceeding the
battle of Thermopylae. in 480 B.C.
This scene will be re-enacted
tonight when the traditional
will be
Homecoming It
lighted at the Santa Clara County
fairgrounds, at 9.
One hundred and fifty timbers
of railroad ties, (Ms !I r. 125 feet
this mag,
into the skies. corrt
nificent monstt,:

259
REGULAR GAS
Guaranteed
major Oil Co. gas

Puritan Oil Co.
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian
6th & Keyes
4th & William

ASG Conference This Month

Peter Jenr’-igs, Ann rican Broadcasting Company (ABC1 News
anchor man, will be one of six
featured speakers at the Associated Student Governments of the
United States’ (ASG1 Fourth Annual Conference, to be held in San
Francisco during Thanksgiving vacat ion.
Other featured speakers will be
Edward Keating, former editorpublisher of Ramparts Magazine
and present candidate for Congress; William Monroe, news director of the National Broadcasting Company (NBC); Paul Goodman, nationally famous author of
critical works on education; Dr.
Richard Farson, director of the

Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, has constructed the
bonfire taller than any in Spartan
; history.
Mike Brown, construction chair!
man, says, "Due to economic measures by Southern Pacific, who
donates the ties, the ties are now
cut in three pieces, instead of the
; usual length. This allows us to
build a thinner, taller bonfire."
The bonfire is filled with maiifrom the San Jose Casket
and then soaked with kero" Brown continues. "When
aali lights it, it will be seen for
’

l’reparations for the event
ted yesterday, when the pledge
of A Phi 0, rounded up the
.
terials and worked all last night
::I today to build it,
Flo -eats by Stanford and Berkesir’ received. claiming that
would be razed before
tonight,
Alpha Phi Omega has prepared
stiff defenses against any such attacks on the structure. Shotguns
loaded with rocksalt, and .22 rifles
are part of the defense preparations now bristling at the fairgrounds.
Alpha Delta Phi. Stanford fraternity, is reported to be one
group planning to bust the bonfire.
Marshall Hopper of ADPhi SRYS.
"We have no plans to burn daa:
San Jose’s bonfire but we do p1,1

Student Observer
Pre -Registration
Pre-registration for second semester elementary student observers and student teachers will
be held in ED331 on Tuesday.
November 7, from 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.
Students for first semester o1 serving and student teaching will
’66
Homecoming
in
flames,
spirit
Spardi
pre-register Wednesday, NovemFollowing, the cheerleaders will ber 8, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
,
, to burn down someone else’s."
The bonfire rally a ill begin at present cheers and the song girls ED331.
Elementary education students
, 9 p.m. Coach Anderson and sev- will perform some routines.
After Spardi has lighted the who will not be observing or stu; eral outstanding players will be
Itresented. Introditetians of the kaifire, there will be a dance with dent teaching spring semester will
Hamecoming Queen act her court nmsie provided by "The Chosen register for education classes on
the regular registration day.
then be made,

Western liehits total Scielices Institute at LaJolla; and Harry Edwards, instructor at SJS and
spokesman for the United Black
Students for Action (URSA
These speakers will be part of
a four day program of seminars,
speakers and panels covering all
areas of current student interest.
The San Francisco Conference is
being sponsored jointly by SJS and
ASG, according to Gary Kleemann, ASG Executive Vice-President. "The program is designed to
Interest student leaders from all

over the country."
The speakers’ topics

are designed
to include items of discussion from
all parts of the American society

ill be strre:ul throughout the
tonference to maintain interest
among the delegates.
All of the speakers will feature
topics closely related to education
but the different backgrounds and
viewpoints should provide interesting dialogue, Kleemann stated,
For further information concerning scheduling of speakers,
students may contact the ASG office in the College Union.

ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH

warispagrawarraiwwawararrow

5 Min. Wash 25c
4 Min. Wax 50c

Bakmas
Flower Shop

It’s so easy and fun!
Elapsed Time Indicator
Eliminates Guesswork

Flowers,

Corsages,

2 LOCATIONS

and

732 S. 1st St.

Bouquets

(Bet. Virginia & Margaret)

for special

804 Lincoln Ave.

occasions or
"just

(At Sunoll

because."

10t1, 8/ Santa Clara

292-0462

TRY US FOR YOUR
COMPACT. BOAT OR
HONDA

1---,

(TP

SMART STUDENTS SAVE
UP TO 550
ON CAR INSURANCE *

No Grand Marshal
For HomecomIng; ,
Senator Cancels

*
25% discount for students
with 3.0 average during the
Urgent Senatorial business has
SPRING SEMESTER.
kept U.S. Senator Gaylord Nelson
10% discount for driver’s train- ; ID-Wis) from appearing as grand
ing.
marshal for the SJS homecoming
10%
discount for compact
celebt at ions this weekend.
cars.
Senator Nelson said in his tele*
10% discount for two ears.
gram, "Some urgent business is
For more information call
being taken up by one of my subPAUL SCOLA
committees, which has to be acted
*
65 W. Hamilton, Campbell
on next Friday, Nov. 3. The chairOffice: 378-4123* man of the committee has speRes. 266-5908
tirls
cifically requested that I be present since he anticipates a very
close vote."
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We all regret that Senator
Nelson will not be with us," Shel
Tracy, student chairman of the
Homecoming Committee commented.
Plans by the SJS Alumni Association to honor Senator Nelson
and his wife at a banquet tonight
have been cancelled, as well as
the senator’s appearance in tomorrow’s Homecoming parade and
at halftime ceremonies for the
SJS-University of Wyoming footballgame.
SenatorNelson is a 1939 honors
graduate of SJS and was nominated grand marshal because of
"significant contributions to SJS
and to higher education."
The senator and former governor of Wisconsin concluded his
telegram with "Extend my best
aashrs to all those who attend
is
year’s
Homecoming.
And
.Love all wallop the Wyoming

’67 Spartan Gridders Seek
Eleventh Homecoming Win

San Jose met the College of the
San Jose State’s football team ,
will be looking for its 11th Home- !Pacific for the second time and
coming victory when they take on j evened their Homecoming record
the Wyoming Cowboys, Saturday, with a 7-0 upset. A 62 yard Ti).
at 1:30 pan. in Spartan Stadium. I pass from Lynn Aplanalp to Al
Wyoming, rated eighth in the na- Matthews decided the contest.
1952 saw the Spartans extend
tion. has plia tat the Spartans in ;
one previous llomecoming. In ’59, their win streak to three games
with a decisive 44-27 victory over
the Cowboys won 28-7.
This year will mark the 20th ;Brigham Young. Dick Stultz led
I anniversary of Homeeoming at the SJS team and Brigham Young
1SJS and finds the Spartans with scored all their points in the last
a 10-9 mark. The Spartan ..yrici- period.
elers are currently riding a three
The closest scoring Homecoming
; game Homecoming win streak, game saw San Jose edge College
SlIrP;v:Fed only by coach Bob Bran of I he Pacific 7-6. Benny Pierce
game streak betwren Ihrew a 66 yard T.D. pass to Mer195ii--5I.
vin Lopez for the Spartans and
n
first Homecoming Larry Rice kicked the winning
opponent hack in 1948 was St. I’aT. Tom Loudervack blocked
Mary’s. The Gaels ruined the Ci)P’s attempted PAT.
Spartan’s first Homecoming by
GAME PLAYED AWAY
. edging San Jose 19-14, with the!
help of several SJS furriblos. BM:
A different type of Homecoming
Scheminel seored both Spartan was tried in 1954. Instead of playI ouchdowns.
ing here, the Spartans traveled to
Arch -rival College of the Pa- Stanford rind scored a big upset
cific kept the hometown clew in by beating the Indians 19-14 for
the loss enlumn by bombarding SJS’s fifth Homecoming win in a
the Spartans 54-7. Little Eddie Le- row. It was San Jose’s first vic114ran, now retired from profes- tory over Stanford in 13 tries.
sional football, led the Tigers to
The College of the Pacific was
their ’’lit victory.
back in town for the 1955 HomeFIRST WIN
coming. They broke the Spartans’
1950 saw the Sotirtans gain their five game win streak with a 14-7
first Homecoming win by beating win. Two penalties gave the Tigers
St. Mary’s in ii rematch 18-6. Full- first downs inside the San Jose
back ilam
spearheaded the 10 yard line and they scored on
5.15 at tack.
both opport unities.

Awl usic sox’
? GREAT ALBUMS FROM,(
ON SALE
Wes Montgomery
"A DAY IN THE LIFE"

Just 3 Blocks From Campus

A Night On
the Town

;pen, When A Man
Woman. California
’sigh:, Eleanor Rigby. Willow
VV,,, I or Me I he Joker. and

Antonio Carlos Jobim
"WAVE"

t

.

1956 brought the University of
Denver
’ Denver to San Jose.
dumped SJS 35-26, in a high scoring game. The Powell brothers,
Art now in the American Football League) and Mel were praised
by Bronzan.
San Jose met the College of the
Pacific for their fifth Homecoming
game in 1957. COP upset the Spartans’ centennial celebration with a
21-6 win. The loss also marred new
head coach Bob Tichenal’s Homecoming debut.

A three game losing streak was
stopped in 1958 when the Spartans mauled the Fresno State
Bulldogs 48-6. Three SJS quarterbacks passed the Spartans to victory.
’59 was the year Wyoming
played in its other San Jose Homecoming. The Cowboys won 28-7
and held SJS to minus 58 yards
rushing.
Washington State defeated San
Jose in the 1960 game, with a
29-6 win. Almost 20,000 fans
watched the game.
Arizona State was the ’61 opponent and the Spartan.s came front
behind to score a 32-26 decision.
Mack Burton caught a T.D. pass
from Dave Bonillas with only nine
seconds remaining for the deciding points. Walt Roberts now in
the NFL set a SJS record with a
92 yard T.D. run.
Despite another 92 yard Jaunt
by Roberts, New Mexico won
25-13 in the 1962 Homecoming
game.
1963 WaS a heart breaker as the
Arizona State Sun Devils won:
HAMPERED BY HAIL
In a lain soaked game, State
beat Fresno 26-14. The game was
played in hail and was marked by
many fumbles and interceptions.
Defensive end Bill Peterson intercepted a pass and ran 70 yards
for a T.D.
Fullback Charley Harraway
(now in the NFL) and QB Ken
Berry led the Spartans to a onesided victory over the now University of the Pacific. A capacity
Crowd saw the 52-21 win.
Last year, Q.B. Dan Holman and
end Steve Cox set four SJS passing records. San Jose’s defense
held All-American Ray McDonald
and the Spartans prevailed 21-7
over the University of Idaho.
This year, it will be Wyoming
versus the Spartans.

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
Mon., Tues., Thurs. 4 P.M.
Fri. 11:40 P.M.
5 P.M.
Sunday Mass

Daily Mass
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Delicious

1

Reasonable

Delightful
Free

Prices

.iirinosphere
Parking

1401 S. First St.

292.1233

WELCOME BACK
SAN JOSE STATE
ALUMNI

FOR INFORMATION

TERRY BATT

ON CAREER
CONTACT TERRY BATT

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE

297.2738

715 North First Street

OPPORTUNITIES

Suite

35

MAKE YOUR HOMECOMING SOMETHING
TO REMEMBER . . .

On l’. at 1he Spartan House restaurant will Voll lie insured of delicious
high quaiiiN food at a moderate
price. We at the Spartan House wish
San Jose the best of luck in their
ng.
contest with WN,

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

ss:

Sister M. Antoinette

cpaPtern

Mr. Sheldon Tracy

812.99 to :.!;2.9.99
Validated Parking
Use your bank charges
Open Monday and
Thursday evenings

.29eger

Dine at the
Spartan House Restaurant

NEWMAN

Phil Ochs
"PLEASURE OF THE
HARBOR-rner of the Arne,

(.ea/ Race

21-19 before 22.000 spectators.

’)

t,
1..sini at his best with
Ihr Ned Mouse. Look lo
The Ski. Halidinha. Lament, An.
nal., Dialog. Taste Mojave.
and ( amain Haeardi.

gonannon

79 S. Fifth St.

295-1771

150 East
Carlos St.

San

(corner of Fourth St I

liou4se
292-2840

Homecoming Royalty
Past, Present, Future
"Gaynelle Miller, 19-year-old
sophomore from Oakland, has been
chosen as Homecoming queen,"
read the announcement of the first

year-old Mrs. Robert Pifferini, the
mother of three, two sons aged
’ 17 and 15 and one daughter, four
years old.
Gaynelle, who was majoring in
journalism, wasn’t graduated from
SJS because she was married in
her sophomore year to Robert
Pifferini, whom she considers -the
star of football and baseball." lie
is now employed as the football

I

Tower Hall Ceremony

preside over tonight’s Ilomecoming
bonfire and tomorrow’s football
game.
Specializing in radio-television
news, San Jose State’s 20th queen
plans to do graduate work in communications either at Columbia or
Syracuse University.
This vivacious new queen doesn’t
appear to have her eye on "someone special" at present as did the
first queen so it looks as if SJS
may proudly claim her as a graduate of 1968,
What does the future hold for
the San Jose State Homecoming

’ Tffiror ^

GAYNELLE MILLER
... first queen
homecoming queen in the
1948, issue of the Spartan

Nov. 23.
Daily.
Her first official duty was to
award the prizes to the winners of
that year’s Turkey Trot. Other
honors for the first homecoming
queen included leading the Homecoming parade on the ASB float,
crowning at the football game just
before the kickoff, and guest of
honor at the Homecoming dance
at the Civic Auditorium after the
game.
Today, this 1948 .beatity is 38- -

VALERIE DICKERSON
.
today’s queen
and baseball coach at Foothill
College,
Twenty years following, Valerie
Dickerson, 20-year-old senior journalism major, has been chosen to
reign over Homecoming festivities.
Valerie’s queenly duties for 1967
will be to judge the best downtown store window display carrying out the theme of SJS Homecoming, to lead the Homecoming
parade on the ASII float, and to

Test your

Q.IS A LARGE DIAMOND
ALWAYS MORE
VALUABLE?

850

LINCOLN

AVENUE

AMERICA

Not always. A smaller
stone of finer color and more
precise cuttingto show the
firecan be considerably
more valuable than a larger
gem of less quality. Cutting,
color, clarity and carat weight
are all important factors. As
a member of the American
Gem Society, we’ll help you
strike the right balance. AGS
affiliation is awarded only to
those jewelers who qualify on
the basis of gemological
knowledge and high ethical
standards. Come in soon and
let us explain the "Four C’s"
of diamond value to you.
N

Queen 20 years from now? Following this year’s theme for homecoming, "SJS, Foundation for the
Future," what image ate we building that will eventually draw this
coed of the future here, to emerge
as the 1987 Homecoming Queen?

GARAGE EUROPA

A.

A

MICHELLE
... future queen?

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE. MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

diamond

295-9082

Winner Best
off-Broadway
Play -1961
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Tonight Only!
Special Student Prices
Reserve Seats 85.00 Per Couple
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Scholarships at New York University of Law, according to Finan-

"delightful... marvel.
ously witty! The most
alert, clever arid
funny material The
Committee has yet
performed!"
Eichelbaum/
Examiner

cial Aids Director Donald Ryan.
Prospective lawyers applying for
the scholarship must he unmarried

and

between the ages of 20

and 28. Deadline for applications
is Dec. 15.

THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

Ebe (flommittee.

Ryan announced that
Hertz
Fellowships are also available for
study in the fields of applied phy625 Town & Country Village
sical sciences at the University of
622 Broadway. 3990607. Regular Show 900 PM Improvised Show 11 00 PM.
241-1758
San Jose
California, California Institute of
Nightly Except Mon. Sat. 11:30, 10:30, 12:30. Minors Welcome. Student Discount.
_
. _ .
Technology, University of Chicago,
Massachusetts Institute of TechZet’’,WW,W,WeWre,""rWW’rrr’’’’’’’’4"’"’-W’’’’’’"’"’’’’’’’’"’"w’w"rw/"’"rr".W0
; nology and Carnegie-Mellon Unis
g
:. versity.
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0
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.1 -s.7
*: scholarships is available in the
0(2
Z.IFinancial Aids Office, Mm. 242.
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OLD TOWER HALL SQUARE . . .
ivy-covered tower remains today as

.1,
o0

The

permanent

lighting

* Cameros
Profectors
developing
rentals

over 5’7"

ilomecoming

Jet

Supplies
Equipment
printing
repairs

Can icee

clothes of individuality
for tall and
longer waisted girls

CAMERA SHOP

42 e. san antonio
293-7616

245 South First

440 SOUTH
WINCHESTER
opposite Mystery House
CALL 244-0880
SERVICE SALES
RENTALS REPAIRS

Health Program

SHAPE UP....

IN

WRANGLER
s-T -R-E -T-C -H
JEANS

Jail /or

cocktail lounge

Owned and staffed by San Jose State
alumni, the Seven Sails is the perfect dining
spot for your Homecoming celebration. The
atmosphere is pure romance . . . wood panelling, cozy fireplice, intimate candlelight.

HOMECOMING

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASII no d

system

Applications for the commissioned officer student training program offered by the U.S. Public
Health Service are now available
to students who have completed
a minimum of two years of college in a health -related field.
Most positions are in the field
of dentistry. medicine, nursing and
health - related engineering programs. A limited number of assignments are also available in
areas such as biology, chemistry,
dietetics, health education, pharmacy, physical therapy, psychology,
sociology, social work, statistics
and veterinary medicine for highly
qualified students. U.S. citizenship is required.

steak house &

Word for

Special Discount

designed to illuminate the exterior of Tower Hall will be completed today, according to Alumni
Association Director Cliff Underwood.

The
-

of SJS tradition.

* * *
Lighting System
Complete Tonight

A

,Alka

Only an
a symbol

Scholarships

COMMITTEE THEATER

Wedge AWRICA/1 GEM SODOM

By PAUL COHUNE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The chimes of Tower Hall,
silent since Easter vacation, 1963,
will ring again for today’s rededication at 1:15 p.m.
Today’s ceremony will honor
those individuals who worked hard
to save the 57-year-old campus
symbol, after it was threatened
with destruction by the Board of
Trustees in 1963,
In December of 1963, the Alumni
Association, through a unanimous
vote of the Board of Directors,
announced in a telegram to the
State Chancellor, "We are prepared to take all communicative,
political and legal steps necessary
to assure the renovation and
preservation of Tower Hall."
For the next three months, Rick
Buxton, then executive director of
the Alumni Association, spent all
his time working with the alumni,
friends of the college, legislators,
;old civic leaders, in an effort to
save the complex.
During this period of time, the
student body sent a 50-foot telegram with 5,000 names to then
Governor Pat Brown, and Speaker
Jesse Unruh, asking them to favor
I renovation.
The drive succeeded in 1965
when $757,724 was allocated for
the face lifting of La Torre.
The ceremony, organized by
Cliff Underwood, executive director of the Alumni Association, will
re -dedicate Tower Hall to a long
and useful life to come.
Key persons in the fight to save
the tower in 1965 will be presented with awards commemorating their accomplishment. These
key people include Dr. John
Wahlquist, former college president; Jerry Kettmann, 1965 Alumni Association vice-president, and
Bob Pisano, ASH Nice-president in
1965.
Awards will be given to Dr.
Robert D. Clark, college president;
Arthur Lund, Alumni Association
national president; William Eckert, past president of the alumni,
and Vic Lee, ASH president.
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
fraternity, will also receive an
award to be accepted by Roger
Alley, fraternity president. The
fraternity, which occupied the
Tower, also took part in the fight
to save it.
The awards will be small pieces
of brick from the demolished
tower complex, embedded with a
small bronze medallion. They signify the past and future of Tower
Hall.

Shortly after dusk tonight, tour
floodlights will enable the historic
symbol to continue its domination
of the campus interior. The floodlights are located atop Spartan
Bookstore, Science Building,
Speech and Drama Building, and
Library.
The lighting project represents
more than six months of planning,
spearheaded by Edwin Mosher,
1952 SJS graduate and owner of
Mosher’s Ltd. Mosher is former
president of the Alumni Association and currently is a member
of the board of directors.
The system is sponsored by the
Alumni Association at a cost of
Applications are now available
$3,500.
for Elihu-Root, Samuel J. Tilden

UNANIMOUS
ACCLAIM’

1111:1;1 11

11.V-319
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Friday, November

And the food . . . juicy steaks end succulent febstorcooked to perfection for your
finicky palate.

Navy
Black
Gold
Lt. Green
Light Blue
Wheat
Loden Green
White
Slim, Irim,
’S’in
25% nylon in a wode rangc ot ,ilortast
fashion colors! True Wrangler e,terr.
’,tie, 6 to 18.

$6.00
$fir

But, don’t be mislead into thinking it’s too
expensive for you. The prices will fit smooth
ly into your student’s budget.
Make this Homecoming a memorable one.
Bring your date to the Seven Sails.

..Tower.i
’l IiSanta Clara
41,,,

O..

0,,0,,,Iy.

0.054 .11.1.,1"/"....t.

Roie Marie
293432 I

"Western Outfitter for 11,11 and Women’.

Open each day from 4:30 p.m.

WORKINGMAN’S STORE

4942 Stevens Creek Blvd.
1 mile past Valley Fair
246-6658

218 V . Santa I lara St.
1)owntown San JOS(’

48SPARTAN DAILY

Friday, November 3. 1947

Anatomy of a Homecoming Float
floats was not permitted until had to pass the parade safety re- site of final construction, the San
lt t’llARLES BET’/.
Armory on Hedding St.
Tuesday evening at 6 p.m. At this !quirements which included runSpartan Daily Stuff Writer
mos«if the money for
own power ni the
"San Jo,’ State: Foundation for time, the mobile units of the floatsjning on their
the Future," the theme of this
year’s 20th Homecoming, will be
-.410104
translated into an attractive concrepe
wire,
chicken
of
glomeration
paper and wood which will comprise: the beautiful parade floats
to be seen in tomorrow’s parade.
Moat of the floats in tomorrow’s
parade were designed by talented
students after months of formulating plans and objectives.
After the design is achieved.
work begins on the superstructure
of the float. Many hours of work
iire needed to complete the skeleton, long before the crepe paper is
stuffed into the chicken wire.
Once the superstructure has been
completed, the mobile units are
rechecked and driven to the conruction site.

iAis

TEAM WORK
At a given time the teams assemble the prepared fi.xtures on
the superstructure. Meantime, the
female half of the team commence
stuffing the crepe squares into the
porous chicken wire, producing a
flower-like texture.
This year’s A division entrants
will be Delta Sigma Phi and Delta
Gamma, whose float theme is
"SJS Path to the Future." Sigma
Alpha Mu and Washburn Hall
have teamed up to build their
float entitled, "Tomorrow Together." The final entrant in this
division will be themed "San Jose
State Bound," sponsored jointly by
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Pi
Kappa Alpha.
MOBILE UNITS

0411111

THE SAMMY-WASHBURN team work on a replice of the Tower Hall, to grace their Class A

float. The wooden superstruct,,e is f tted to
an old car body.

SJS Public Relations Organization
Sends Delegates to Philadelphia

By October 13, all entrants had
submitted their cost approximations and theme designs to the
Student Activities Office. According to the rules, from this point
on, the entrants could build their
The public relations fraternity
superstructure and prepare the at SJS, Pi Alpha Nu, (PAN1 will ,
parts of the float
journey to Philadelphia, Penna., in .
However, the a mbling of the
hopes of forming a national public relation fraternity.
Three members of PAN, Charles
Betz, Paul Cohune, and Matt
Rosy, will fly back to Philadelphia
This year’s A eenited College Nov, 12, to attend the Public ReUnion local chi, . tournament is lations Society or America Nabeing sponsored by the SJS Chess tional Convention. Six other colClub.
leges will be sending delegates to
All SJS students are eligible to the convention.
enter the competition. The top
Two of the students going from
two 2-man teams will go on to SJS will be sponsored by Lockthe Regional Competition at U.C. heed Missiles and Space Corporaat Davis.
tion of Sunnyvale.
Applications are due by NovemThe fraternity made previous
ber 9 and may be turned in to attempts to nationalize last seWayne Fields from 2-5 p.m. on mester. Information packets were
Tuesdays or Thursdays in the Col. mailed to the University of Georlege Union Lounge, or to Roger gin, Boston University, the UniRodzen, College Union Director. versity of Texas, Ohio University

SYLVAN TA
INTERVIEWING

November

LAST YEAR’S WINNER
One of last year’s second place
winners, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
has teamed up with PiKA in a
$280 production featuting a four.
stop walkway depicting their "San
Jose State Bound" theme.
The first step will show an infant looking upward at a college
bound young man. On the third
step will stand a majestic cowboy, symbolizing the Wyoming
adversary. Finally, overlooking the
entire cycle will be Spardi, the
victor, the ultimate goal of higher
education.
The Sammy - Washburn float
symbolizing "Tomorrow Together,"
will feature the arch of education
through which students, Oriental.
Negro, and Caucasian, pass on
their journey through life, sm.
bolized by a rotating globe.
FINAL JUDGMENT

Chess T. Arney
Applications Due

WILL BE

the floats is appropriated front
the entrants treasuries, some ut
the mobile units have been donated by the participating individuals.
The most expensive part of the
entire construction is the crepe
paper. T he Sammy - Washburn
float will require at least 70 dozen
boxes of crepe paper costing
5200,

7

FOR THE FOLLOWING GRADUATES
BS/MS/PhD EE
MS/PhD Statistics/Math
BS/MS ME

and Ohio State University..
Association of Student GovernThe response of the mailings ment Conference in San Francisco.
was not adequate, and according ;The fraternity has all of the plans
to PAN President Matt Hoey, Ifor the exhibit, and will construct
The meeting in Philadelphia will the entire project for the threegive as a good opportunity to day conference.
meet the other students face to
Pi Alpha Nu began in 1958 when
face, and hopefully get something public relations majors were deaccomplished.
nied membership in Sigma Delta
Pi Alpha Nu will be responsible Chi, National Journalism Fraterfor the SJS exhibit at this month’s nity.

Ninlitir7orzavo4

The Delta Gamma-Delta Sigma
Phi float entitled "SJS Path to
the Future," will feature a rotating dome will illustrations of
the future SJS and its master
plan. Viewing the dome will be a
rotating globe, signifying the prospective students and the future.
The winner from this division
face three separate evaluations, on October 30, November
3rd and the final judging on Saturday. Awards will be made on
the basis of adherence to the
parade theme, originality and design, and appearance in motion.

MP*

Post-Game Reception
A special no-host cocktail reception will be held after the Homecoming game for Alumni in the Del
Oro room of San Jose’s Hyatt
House on North First Street. The
class of 1957 will hold its reunion
in the same room following the
game.

Discover

As themorld shrinks and
differences vanish, the wisest
young women come to the
same school of thought about
fashion.
No matter where they’re
from, they discover that they
haven’t started to be "finished"
till they know about John
Meyer.
At colleges allover America,
the girl talk is about John
Meyer’s hundreds of niceties
to wear nowand after college
in this country or the world
at large.
It’s about the blending and
matching of John Meyer coats,
dresses, skirts, slacks, sweaters
and accessories, the like of
which is without equal.
It’s about the exciting new
John Meyer niceties that are
now being shown this Fall at
discerning stores everywhere.
Have you discovered John
Meyer?

MEYER.

IE
IBS/MS

see your placement office for our brochure

SYLVANIA
M’ERAL TEl EPHONF_ & ELECTRONICS
an equal opportunity employer

OD
F NORWICH
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’Motown Soul-Sound’ 0.0
In Spartan Stadium

’Dear Liar’ Opens
In San Francisco

A hot new tray Area group will
play Motown soul -sound music tor
tomorrow’s SJS - Wyoming pregame show. The Magnificent
Seven, currently appearing at the
"21 Fathoms" in downtown Oakland, will perfoim at 12:30 p.m.
in Spartan Stadium.
The hand features SJS graduate
music major Dave Mirigian on
trumpet, junior music major Rick
Quintanal on drums, Jack Holmes,
tenor sax, Larry Murdo, bass, and
Rufus Miller, lead singer.
Co-leaders of the group are organist Mark Barroero and jazzguitarist Angelo Barroero,

Jerome Nifty. author and director of "Dear Liar," appeared
last night in the role of George
Bernard Shaw when the American Conservatory Theatre production opened at the Geary Theatre, San Francisco.
Featured opposite Kitty as
Shaw’s favorite actress, the fiery
Mrs. Patrick Campbell. was Barbara Colby. Kilty and Miss Colby
make up the entire cast of the
popular comedy-drama based on
the rich, romantic correspondence
between the great playwright and

the celebrated lei.ding lady of the
London stage.
Their 40-year romance-by -mail
spans two centuries and reveals
Shaw and Mrs. Campbell as two
of the most fascinating characters
in modern theatre history.
The love affair may have been
mostly "lustless," as Shaw himself
said, but it could hardly have been
called platonic.
Mrs. Campbell had been widowed several years before her first
meeting with the playwright who
wrote "Man a n d Superman,"
"Heartbreak House," "St. Joan,"
and "Pygmalion."
Shaw, on the other hand, remained married. While the two
tireless letter writers carry on
their marathon game of post office, his wife, Charlotte, hovers
silently in the background, a shadowy, but always present, figure.
"Dear Liar" has been translated
Invites You To See
into 40 languages and performed
in nearly every civilized country
in the world. It was first performed by ACT early this year
and will be presented in repertory
At the Garden Theater
with other ACT productions
$1.50 Admission
throughout the current 40-week
MEET AT
season.
Three additional performances
137 N. 5th Street, San Jose
have been scheduled this month,
At 7:00 P.M.
including one tonight, one on
Group discussion after movie I Wednesday, and one Sunday. Nov
26,

Kaucher Signup
Ends Monday

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
HAWAII

awkatsumiteesk,

itVe"..942e.Jetio\t/ttLettkdokellt.TMIIIIII.WIMIlk.’.

FREE WITH THIS COUPON
PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
With any dry cleaning order
ra-Coupon must accompany order

CLEANING CENTER
266 East Santa Clara (next to Lucky Marketl 287-0933

410(1o/104Ii

ninfo.ii swim(.1,

Paul

72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920

Master

Jewelers

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

One ring could lead to another

Dating Service
Matches Students
By PAT MeCtil.LOCII
Spartan DaUy Staff Writer
Three SJS students have come
up with what they hope will be
a solution to .the problem of
meeting new people on campus
--especially those of the opposite sex.
A casual conversation one evening sparked the formation of
the Spartan Dating Service, a
campus dating service designed
to enlarge students’ social opportunities. The originators are a
senior man majoring in geography and two senior coeds, one
a geography and the other a social service major.
The dating service takes the
address of each "client," and
sends each a confidential questionnaire to fill out. The questionnaire is returned with 50

BEST SELECTION OF
FINE GUITARS IN
THIS AREA

McCord
610 Town & Country Village
San Joie

!II

41,

FANTASIA
from $150.

C

s
Jot
Jleasuke
cR9 the
Ccutat

FEMINA
from $160.

D VENEZIA
from $250.
Match flg
orclot $80.

Clapman College
"World Campus Afloat"

REPRESENTATIVE ON CAMPUS
Slide PresentationNov. 2 & 3
2:00-5:00 p.m.
ED 240

Hear About Bahl

TONIGHT
Bahal Club Group Discussion at 8 p.m.
232 S. 10th St. =1 248-5081
All Welcome

Cal Poolotore tudte3 the Spartaro the kit
of Inch in their homecoming le3tivitie3.
Cal &oh hco been ierving Spartani /or
over 30 dependable yearJ.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
and
457 e, san carlos

HOT

Lunch
Specials Daily
ONLY

25c

;
/

r tCarved

WELCOME ALIIMNI
SPARTANS OVER WYOMING We Hope

72 SO. FIRST ST,
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297.0920

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN will be featured in tomorrow’s SJSJack Holmes, Rick QuinWyoming pregame show. Front row
tanal, Mark Barroero and Rufus Miller. Back row, Larry Murdo,
Dave Mirigian and Angelo Barroero.

ROMANTICS DIAMOND RINGS

Nor is the value of a diamond.
cut, clarity, and color of
dThe a diamond,
as well as the
weight in carats, determine
its true worth. If you’re
contemplating the purchase of
a diamond, you should know
about the unique ArtCarved
Permanent Value Plan.
Earls ArtCarved diamond ring
is engraved with a complete
gemologist’s appraisal, And accompanied by a registered
written guarantee of value. At any time in the future any
ArtCarved jeweler in the world will allow von the currant
retail price of your diamond toward the purcha.0 of a larger
ArtCarved. Only ArtCarved, with more than a century of
experience in creating fine diamond rings, offers such evidence of value. May we show you our new collection?

Paul

cents and the name of the signer
is placed In the active dating
file for the entire semester.
The service goes into action
when a client phones to say he
or she would like a date for the
weekend. The dates are matched
up from the file and each person
Is contacted.
The female client knows she
is to be called by her date, but
if he gets cold feet another date
Is arranged for her.
By mid-October, about a week
after the dating service began,
over 50 persons had been placed
in the dating file. The service
began to arrange dates by about
October 16.
"When we first decided to go
through with this," said one of
the originators, "we thought
there might be a lot of cranks
phoning in, but with the questionnaires and the fee most persons tend to be serious about it.
"Once two roommates called
us and gave one another’s
names," the coed continued,
"and even our party line overheard us talking about the service and called us to add their
names.
"Several guys who have called
us, especially those in engineering, have told us how hard it
is to meet girls on campus. We
hope to get enough people so the
service will continue through the
whole semester and have enough
variety when we match them
up," she added.

Monday is the I,!st d.ry to sign
up for Dr. Dorothy kaucher Oral
Reading Award, open to all students.
The contest, which awards the
final winner a cash prize, will have
a preliminary contest at the Studio Theater in the Speech and
Drama Building on Tuesday, at
3 p.m.
Students who have any questions concerning the contest should
contact Dr. Dorothy S. Hadley,
associate professor of drama in
Room 213 of the S.D. Building.
Dr. Hadley is acting as coordinator for this semester’s contest.
Wallace R. Murray, professor if
drama and education; Alden
Smit h, associate professor it
speech and education; and Eddy
Barron, instructor of drama, will
judge the preliminary contest.
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WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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PHONE 379-3051

1600 SARATOGA

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 376-657/

16th YEAR OF BEST WISHES

Also TastySnacks
And Treats

Peanuts
Sandwich Shop
ACROSS FROM THE ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING ON SAN FERNANDO
Open 6 o.m. to 6 p.m

For Ihe past 1(1 )ears the management of Angelo’s Steak llousc
has been an enthusiastic Spartan rooter. To them Homecoming
has become a tradition just as it has to S.J.S. This year, as in the
past, Aogelo’s %Nish’, the best of luck to our Spartan...
After the game. Angelo’s is the place for alumni and friends to
meet for delicious food and tasty steaks.

Angelo’s Steak House
OPEN 6 a.m.-I I p.m. DAILY
72 E. Santa Clare

Free parking at 38 S. 3rd St.

RTAN ift

lri-iday, November 3. 11181
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SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
CO,MOLA MCTIJORES
1111*44,11

B RICHARD
TAYLOR URTON
THETAMING
,C OF THE SHREW
ELIZABETH

In Tent SuPeiOnl ie,PiftrlU

* NOW *

ICEP
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’AEC Announces
Grad Fellowships
Deadline Jan. 8
The Atom: t Vottrgy Commission
has announced the availability of
special graduate fellowships in
nuclear science and engineering

NO UNUSED SIATII4OPULAR 441614

STUDENT RATE: $1.50; $2 FRI. 6 SAT. EVE.
SCHEDU LE
144-8343
Weclessday 2 P.M.
M o nlii Shopp,ng Coon,

Set., Sun., Hell. 2 & 4:30 P.M.
Sun. thru Thurs. 7 & 9:30 P.M.
Fri. & Set. Eve. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
Blvd
NO RESERVED SEATS
Tickets Available at Box Office at Feature Time

and in health physics.
Stipends range from 82,400 to
$2,800, with allowances for de-
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Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike Having
A Personal Salesman Ring 23.000 Doorbells

THE 1967 Homecoming Corn
mittea includes (14), Richard
Ellefsen, associate professor of
geography, committee adviser,
Kathy Eddins, Steve Bay, Dale
Jackson, Roberta Bleiweiss, Shel
Tracy, Karen Schurg, Kathy
Brann, Donald Betando, associate professor of industrial
arts, committee adviser. Betty
Tranberg, Linda Lamanno, John
Shannon, and Neil Thomas. Nct
pictured, Mrs. Phyllis Sulphen,
activities adviser.

pendents.
Deadline for applying is Jan. 8.
Further inframation cat, he obtained through the It’aittnet.t1
Office, Adm. ’242.
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THESE GREAT ARTISTS

THESE GREAT ARTISTS
’Hi I:, vk NILERS, JOHNNY RR ERS, THE
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clIER. JIMMY McCRACKLIN. NIEL CARTER. JACKIE DeSHANNON. MARTIN DENG AM LEV IS. JOHNNY MANN. THE
I’ k IR ’Arm WRDINAIRE, THE NITTY
Gum DIRT BAND. CARNIEL HEAT. VIK-
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R NY CHARLES, THE IMPRESSIONS, FRAN-
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KIE LAINE, FREE SPIRITS. DELLA REESE,
MONO
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TOMMY ROE, THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS, THE GRASS ROOTS, AND OTHERS.
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AND MORE.

ANY REGULAR 4.79 MONO LP ON
LIBERTY OR IMPERIAL RECORDS
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THE BLVESBREAKERS, MANTOVANI, THE
B 1CHELORS. CIIACKESFIELD, THEM, TOM
JON!S. ENGLEBERT HUMPERDINCK, PRO( 1

it

II \ RI NI, ETC.

ANY REGULAR 4.79 MONO LP ON
LONDON, PARROT OR DREAM RECORDS

[DUNHILL] .0.

THESE GREAT ARTISTS

THESE GREAT ARTISTS
THE ROLLING STONES, JOHN MAYALL,

ANY REGULAR 4.79 MONO LP
ON ABC OR DUNHILL RECORDS
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BILL COSBY, BOB NENN HART, PETER,
PAUL AND MARY, ROD McKUEN, PETULA
CLARK, GRATEFUL DEAD, BEAU BRUMMELS, THE ASSOCIATION, EVERLY BROTHERS, HARPERS BIZARRE, CHAD MITCHELL, DON HO, THE KINKS, JIMMY HEN DRICKS, THE ELECTRIC PRUNES, DEAN
MARTIN, SAMMY DAVIS, TRINI LOPEZ,
NANCY SINATRA, NOEL HARRISON,
KWESKIN JUG BAND, ARLO GUTHRIE,
AND MORE.
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WARNER BROS. OR REPRISE RECORDS
ANY REGULAR 4.79 MONO LP ON
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OVER 50,000 L.P.’s

98 SOUTH
THIRD ST.
(Corner of San Fernando)
Open Evenings Until 9 p.m.

